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They Thank the People of
mogordo

Work of Gross Sectioning to be
Commenced at Once

H. La

Sal'e in Charge of Work
The CountyComuiissiouers met
lust Monday, and conducted the
regular routine of business.
The tax rolls for 1909 were apThe taxable valuation
proved.
of the county is now $2,400,000,
and the amount of taxes to pe
paid this year is $97,087.00
The most important matter to
cimie before the board was the
road to Clouderoft, to be known
as the "Scenic Highway.
This road is of vast importance
to the people of the county, as it
distance fro m
reduces
Alamogordo to Cloudcroc't at least
eight miles, besides the difference betaeen afirst class road
and the one now in use.
The new higway is to cost

the

about seventeen thousand dollars, and will be eighteen miler
in length.
The work of cross sectioning is
to begin at once, and will be in
charge of H. La Salle, who made
the preliminary suruey, and who
is also to have charge of the construction of the road.
The location work is to be com
pleted by Oct. 1st., when the actual construction will beginThe work is to be let by contract, and each mile seperately
and independently.
This will be, when completed,
one of the most interesting highways in the country, traversing
as it does four canons of a natural beauty not surpassed in the
Southwest. In the famous Box
canon, where the most difficult
part of the work will be done,
the road will wind around solid
walls of rock, with the bed of
the canon in plain view in places
a distance of four hundred feet
below. One man was heard to
say that that "when the road is
completed it will save its cost in
"cussing" in a year." Persons
-

now compelled touse
the present road will probably
endorse his statment.

that are

Baptist College
President J. Mauley Morgan,
of the Baptist college, says the
prospects are bright for a good
at tendanc at the opening of the
fall term on Tuesday, September
7. This is going to be one of
the beat schools in the Territory,
and should be patronized by
every Bahtist who has children
to send to college.
Miss Bess Page Hanks, who is
to have charge of the music and
department of the
New Mexico Bahtist eollege,ar-rive- d
this week. Mies Page is
thoroughly proficient. She is a
graduate of the musical department of Simmons college, and a
student under some of the leading musical instructors of New
York. She has had several years
experience as a teacher, and has
beer,
very successful.
The
News hopes her connection witli
the school here will l)Q pleasent
and profitable.

Forest Service Examinations.
A letter from Albuquerque to
the forest Service here call attention to the examinations to
fill vacancieies in the ranger
force on all National Forests in
this district. The examination
i
to be held October 25 and 26.
It is expected that seventy
live appointments will be made
from this examination for positions on the National Forests in
'his district.
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Storm and Flood in Mexico

Ala-- !

for Kindness.

The New Mexico

NEW MEXICO, THUR8DAY. SEPTEMBER

the

The most terrible storm and
in the history of the country
was that which struck Montery,
Mexiao, last Saturday morning.
The Advantages
be Derived. Discusses
The property loss has reached
final address.
Question of Taxation.
Interest$30,000,000, and the worst is yet
Delegates from the Rio Grande
unknown.
of the Subject.
and the Pecos valley were in atIt is estimated that the death
tendance, some of them coming
list will reach two thausand or
with their families over two hun
more.
Eight hundred bodies
Kac
Ii'iwirv
linil if- - mean a more
man
irlm
(IMO
TI UV
I J
MIUM
Ul
dred miles by wagon trail. All casiou
to give the subject of the city ; a more attractive city ; a have been recovered, and there
faced the return trip with good incorporation
of Alamogordo any cleaner city; Improvements alon are missing enough to put the
courage, and the feeling that thought,
has without doubt made all lines aae'as certain to sollow list up to or above the figures
Alamogordo was the ideal plaee
mentioned.
a mental note of the advantages as that day follows night.
for camping, and that the cour- to be
The town of Monterey has been
Incorporation is a sort of pergained.
tesy of the citizens was all that
off from the outside world
cut
What is needed is to create, petual motion affair when it
could be desired.
by a plain statement of facts, a comes to improvement This has since Saturday night, and most
There were eleven preachers
sufficient amount of interest to been the story of very incorpo- of the accounts of the disaster
and aliout seventyfive delegates ma'ce real these advantages.
have been more or less guess
rated town.
and members present at the
on the part of the daily
work
It is not particularly a subject Personally I have been asked
meeting, and about twenty tents upon which we can make the about the the increase of taxa- papers, but the last accounts are
were in use.
"eagle scream" so to speak. tion. Will it increase taxation? authentic and place loss of lives
Elder Giddings remains in
Decidedly not For the reason and property far beyond the figAlamogordo holding meetings The matter of patriotism is not
everything
polimust pay tribute to ures of the most sensational of
nightly at the Seventh Day Ad- involved, nor the matter of
these papers.
ventists chapel, on the corner of tics; democrats, republicans and the town when incorporated.
8th. and Virginia streets.
As an illustration; we have
'even socialists can unite when
A Crate of Peaches.
At the last business meeting
here a great varietd of dogs and
to incorporation.
The News is indebted M, H.
resolutiosn were passed thanking jit conies
And then again, it is a matter dog fanciers? We know h o w Fisher, of High Rolls, for a crate
the people of Alamogordo f o r
vitally concerns all classes, dogs have been poisoned promis-cousl- of delicious peaches
that
their kindnesses, and especially
from the
gord dogs ard bad; poi.
to V. K. Eidson for the use of The working man and his interthe
Mountain
orchard,
Park
the park, and t o M. H. Fisher ests are involved. The profes- - soned food dropped on the street
which were enjoyed to the fullfor the use of the electric lights,
sional man and the business man or sidewalk and frequently into est
Mr. Me. Rae for the lumber,
extent. The Mountain Park
and
their interests are involved, yards. All this would be chang- fruit farm is one of
George Oarl for the ice, and to
the souththe local papers for the favorable W hy? simplest thing in the world ed. Dogs would be taxed, the west, and is being constantly imnotices of meetings, ami especi- to answer : Because incorpora- owners would pay for the tag and
ally to the local pastors forcour-técie- s tion makes for the good of every license. The mongrel and cur proved, and there is no finer
jfruit.grown anywhere than can
extended.
man, woman and child. It will
Continued, on Page Eight.
be seen there. When the new
High Rolls is built this farm
will be one of the big advantages
to the sn miner residents. Not
only fruit' but vegetables of all
kinds is grown there.

and camp meeting of the Seventh
Day Adventists closed Sunday
night. Elder Hoover, president
of the conference, delivered the
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Power for Pumping Plants in the

Valley Electricity Better
than Gasoline for Pumps

the

Other

ing Features

beautiful

V.

THE ALAMOGORDO

Wor.A in History.

ON INCORPORATION

conference

lost

5 CENTS

'

Hay Bide and Entertainment.

The Alamo Wutcr Power

'
y

com-'pan-

are

making it easy for
every community to irrigate.
Many people in the valley
have taken advantage of the
opportunity offered them by
this company, and are running
lheir pumping plants by electricity. Everywhere in the valley it has been proven that
water is easy to get, but the
problem heretofore has been the
pumping.
Gasoline has not proven satis- factory, and those who tried the
windmill system found
while they could put in the
mills, they could not control the
wind it or not' regardless of
their wishes' With electricity
it is differint. All you hare to
do is to open o r close your
switch and you have the pow er
on or off whenever it suits your
purpose. Une ot the members
of the Water Power company
told The News that the cost of
irrigation has been lowered to
d
the usual cost by the
use of the electric pumping
plant. The company put up the
poles lines to farms in any community free of charge, and an
electric motar will cost no more
than a gasoline motar, and with
the motar once iu your troubles
are ended so far as power is concerned. It has been proven
that the cost of covering one
acre of land one foot deep with
water will not exceed $3.50
In many instances the eost
will be even lower than than
this. This company has made
it possible for every man who
owns a farm to put in an electric
pumping plant, and those who
try the electric system once will
never go back to any other

that

one-thir-

Last Friday evening Clarence
Paffenberger
a
entertained
large number of his friends at
his home nine miles north of
"SflsHBslflHBl
town. The triD to and from the
ranch was made in a huge wagon
MHIsBsM
furnished by Mr. Paffenberger
and no crowd ever had more fun
on a hay ride than did this merry
set of young people.
mi
Specimens for Club.
mis evening was spent in
playing games, eating ice cream
George Carl brought in a fine
and cake, watermellons and canof azurite, a copper ore
sample
New Mexico Blind Institute Building," Alamogordo
taloupes, and inspecting the from his mine in the mountains,
ranch, whic is one of the finest it i 8 now o n exhibition i o
the
Death of C. A. Taylor.
To Increase Cironlation.
Boys Off Por School.
in the country.
Club rooms.
H. O. Saulsberry, who has been
The News is going to increase
0. A. Taylor, son of J. A. TayAll present spent a pleasent
W. H. Moulden presented the
lor, the photographer, died of its circulation. That is a fore- a deputy in the assessor's office, evening and now appreciate
tuberculosis last Sunday morn- gone conclusion. The new own- left last week to attend the Uni- more than ever the full meaning Business Men's Club with some
ing. Mr. Taylor has been ill er intends to make the paper versity of New Mexico.
Mr. of that phrase, "good old country fine specimens of apples and
plums for the exhibit. This fruit
ever since he came to Alamo- worth the money it will cost you Saulsberry is an enterprising nospitanty."
is now being preserved and will
gordo, and suffered greatly and more. We want over a young man, and the News wishes
Will Boost Home Town.
be blacee with the other
He was attended by Dr. Gil- thousand subscribers, and in bim much success.
Leonard Hudnall, who won the The following was received this
bert, who did everything that order to start the list are going
in the club room.
a physician could do, the disease to make it worth your while to scholarship to tike Roswell Mili- week :
Geo. C. Bemis also presented
had too firm a hold on the young send in your name at once.
For tary School, left this week to
stalk of
Wyman, Neb., Auk. 28 '09 the club with a
man to be broken. Mr. Taylor, a short time onely we will give take up his studies in that noted Manager Alamo Business Men's cane and some fine corn, in a
the elder, brought his family to the Alamogordo News and theJseat of learning
letter to the club says:" I am
Club.
Walter Baird left this week
Alamogordo several months ago thrice a Week New York World
Dear Sir The cards arrived sending you a sample of corn
order that his son might get the for 2.00 a year. The price of for Roswell to attend the Ros today, for which I thank you. I cane. The corn 1 planted ; the
benefit of the climate, but it the World is 1.00 and The News well Military school.
enclose 25 cents for which please cane from last years seed.
Mitchell Majors and George send us at our next stop, Milo, scattered by the birds and came
was too late, and while the 1.50 making a total of $2.50; we
change undoubtly prolonged the will give the two for $2.00 Phompson will leave Friday for Iowa, as many of your booklets, up bo thick that neither has
This is an opportunity to. get Kansas City, where, they will at "Land of Sunshine and
life of the young man, nothing
Fruit," been cultivated but like Topsy
your
funeral
home paper, and one of the tend school.
him.
The
couid save
You will
as this will cover. We want to 'just growed up.'
Edgar Boyd went to El Paso boom our home town to
was conducted by Rev. Murray, best big papers in the county for
notice that neither has reached
the
of Grace Methodist church Mon little more than the price of the to day to attend the high school. limit.
its greatest growth, but as the
day, and the burial was in home paper. Do it now
crop was somewhat obstructing
Card of Thanks.
Yours truly,
Alamogordo cemetry.
our second story view óf your
N. H. Herbert.
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Taylor
Theatre Opens.
beautiful City, also Sacramento
wish
good
to
thank
people
the
of
First to Get the News
The Popular theatre will be
For the Sanatorium
mountains, I shall have to harAlamogordo
for
many
kindthe
The El Paso Herald was the opened tonight under the manThe News turned out this week vest it before it fully heads out.
ness shown them during the illfirst paper in this part of the agement of G. O. Rom i tiger. ness of
Any thing else in my line is
ten
thousand folders for the Alamo
their son, and for the
country to report rhe Monterey Two shows will be given each
yours for the asking.
many
gordo
Sanatorium,
flowers
beautiful
and
has
to
several
sent
flood The Herald is always evening, and a firstclass bill is
Very truly
more orders from them. The mana
the funeral.
there with the goods. It is clin, promised. The price will be 10
Geo, C Bemis
gers of the sanatorium are advertisW. 0. T. 0. Meeving
newsy papen with none of the cents, and the program will
ing largely and expect great returns
"yellow'' features so emmon to change daily.
Work Being Poshed.
The regular meeting o f t h e from it. The sanatorium
will be
daily papers these days. It ia a
womans' Christian Temperance one of the best in the
O. D. Warnock is pushing the
country for
The regular meeting of the Busi- Un!on
straight booster for the south
will be held at the Bap- the treatment of tuberculosis. Mr. work on the new school building.
Men's
Club will be held on
west, and deserves the success ness
tist church on Tuesday evening Clements, the new manager, is well The ground was broken last
that is evidently crowning the Tuesday, September 7. Be sure to at 4 O'clock. There will be an know business man, while Dr.a Gil' week.and the work of constuction
attend.
Important business will election of officers ahd also a
efforts of its management.
bert is undoubtedly one of the best started. Mr. Warnock is a hust
come before the club at tbis meet- delegate to
the convention at physicians in the southwest.
m; u P.,kv rwlí! , nf If.- Paul
ler, and is proving it more than
ill
l.u "J
ing.
Tncumcari. A full attendance
is visiting Miss Viola Gunning-ham- ,
ever in the way he is handling
is desired.
Advertise in The News.
of this city.
Try our Job Department.
this work.
'
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GAVEL MADE OF MANY WOODS
Gift to Medical
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Congressmen Victims of Bunco Game

novel .and
WASHINGTON
for forcing statesmen to part with their money has just
been discovered in Washington, with
tile result that congressmen are laughing heartily at the recent experience
of Representatives Murdock of Kansas, Gardner of New Jersey and Currier of New Hampshire. Mr. Murdock.
who was prominent in the house insurrection against the Cannon rules, tells
the story on himself to show, he says,
that, though the insurrection isn't
dead yet, the hand of death occasionally weighs upon him.
The Kansan, according to his story,
was sitting not long ago in his office
meditating revenge on the Cannonites.
when an impressive-lookinnegro entered and inquired if he were Mr. Murdock. Mr. Murdock assured him that
he was correct.
"Don't you remember meeting me.
Mr. Murdock?" the visitor went on.
"I'm Bishop De Graffenried-Fores- t
of
your district.
I've met you many
times. I'm sure you will remember
A

me."
"No, I don't. And you didn't know
me when you came In. But never
mind, what is It?"
"Mr. Murdock," the bishop said,
"I'm in a powerful lot of trouble. My
dear son, who has been to school In
Virginia, was Injured In a ball game

last month, and he's just died. I am
removing the body to Kansas, and I
Bud I lack just $9.60 of the amount
necessary for the trip. I am appealing
to you as my congressman to accommodate me with this small sun until
I reach home.
Then I will pay you
back, and if you don't help me I'll
have to leave the body here on your
hands."
"You're trying to bunco me," said
the susnicious Murdock. But. he van
ashamed of himself the next minute
when he saw the look of pain come
over the open countenance of the visitor, and reached for his checkbook.
"Make it an even $10, Mr. Murdock,
and the Lord bless you," the bishop
ventured.
That was the last Murdock thought
of the matter until be was lunching
in the house restaurant the other day.
Then he caught a snatch of conversa
tion from an adioinlne table
"Needed just $14 to get his son's
body home," Mr. Gardner of New Jer
sey was saying. "I thought it was a
bunco game, but I didn't want to take
chances on having a body consigned
to my hotel, so I let him have the
money and "
Murdock grew red about the ears
Then he picked up his hat and started
out. In the corridor he met Mr. Cur
rier of New Hampshire.
Currier," he said, "did you ever
happen to hear of a negro bishop who
neeaeo. money to get his son s body
"Sh!" Currier interrupted.
"Don't
say a word. He got me for flftv."
"And I'll bet most of the congress
men in town," Murdock said, "have
been contributing to that mortuary
iunu

Negligee Costumes Becoming Popular
us co:lar or "choker," a la Elklns, or
Clay or Charles Sumner tripping
aDout the senate
chamber in tan
shoes, a la Lorimer of Illinois
A blase observer, looking over the
variegated dlsolav of unconventional
dress on the floor of the senate not
long ago rendered the opinion that if
naDerdashery had been as Tar ad
as well as with vanced then as now the statesmen of
VIEWED sartorially
to other attributes of that glorified Derlod wnnM hn va ta.
statesmanship less perceptible to the ken advantage of it. But it does knock
eye, one is led to speculate as to what school book ideals to flinders,
never
Daniel Webster, Henry Clay, John C. theless, to view the
realities of to
Calhoun and the other dead and gone day. Convention as to attire is losing
heroes of the heavy oratorical period ground even taster than the traditions
in American history would think if that are falling
under the force of radthey could come back and take a look ical senators who recently
have enat the United States senate in these tered the senate. Since
summer days. Time, the tailor and
Sherman appeared one dav In a
the modern haberdasher certainly suit of blue Georgia cotton, the senhave combined with the seasons to ators have been blossoming out in
work a marked change from the con- ine
ana

ventionalities.
In summer as well as winter the aspiring youth of the land have been
wont to picture the dignified senator
as a
being. Can you conjure up Webster
thundering undying speeches in a negligee shirt a la Leader Aldrich, Orator
Beverldge and a whole galaxy of present-day
luminaries, Calhoun defending the ordinance of nullification min
frock-coate-

starch-bosome-

merriest
most striking modes
that spell for comfort and hot weather ease.
The southern senators are more nrnna
to cling to the "boiled shirt." Collectively the senate resembles an aggregation of bank clerks as it pursues
its worn. Dignity is very, very negli
gee. As yet, however, no statesman
has removed his shoes, as a southern
senator did his boots one sultry day a
few years ago.

Senate Puzzled Over Roosevelt Busts
While Senator Wetmore. chairman

of the library committee, has not committed himself in favor of either one,

it is rumored that he and the other
members of the committee are disposed to award the palm to strenu-osit'Tis said they think the senate will
feel more at home with that one lookMARBLE bust of Theodore Roose- ing down on its deliberations.
But
velt Is soon to be placed In a niche the rub comes on account of the fact
in the senate chamber in Washington that Col. Roosevelt has himself exalongside all the other
pressed preference for his reposeful
of the United States since John self.
Adams.
The sculptor, James L.
Before he left the White House he
Frazier of New York city, has finished waB shown the work of Mr. Frailer
his work. He has modeled two busts and did not hesitate a moment in
and it only remains for the committee mank his choice.
of the library to choose. That is what
Of course, the committee recognizes
it is trying to do now.
that Col. Roosevelt ought to have
The trouble is the two busts are so something to say about his own hunt
different. One shows the calm and but the question it is trying to decide
thoughtful Roosevelt, and it is said to is how much. The committee is Inbe perfect in its way.
clined to think that the senate ought
The other portrays his as
to have something to say about the
as the senate knew him best;-wit- matter, too.
fiery eye, protruding jaw and
It is truly a knotty problem,
one
tense facial muscles In short, the that Is likely to cause the and
llbrarv
real strenuous Roosevelt.
committee much worry.

A

School of Instruction

ORDER to prepare new appointees to the United States diplomatic service more thoroughly
for
their duties the state department has
established a school in Washington
for the Instruction of men who have
successfully passed examinations.
Mr. Huntington
Wilson, assistant
secretary of state, has given particular attention to the selection nf nra
members for the service, and aside
from a more careful and painstaking
examination
than heretofore
this
practical training has been decided
upon.

Heretofore there has been a
"Instruction period" of M days

for Diplomats

Institute
torical interest Contain
picosa.
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Dainty Lingerie

His-

ta CatWamta Chary lea.
Ft at maautacturer
of glace fruits admits that the char
ilea of California are at least as goo i
fa qualty as ti
Trias

lo

A alósala ant

Cltv Mo Durlna tha an.
nual session of the American Institute
of Homeopathy, held In this city a
year ago. Dr. William Davis Foster of
Kansas City was elected president of
the institute for the following year
To show his appreciation of his election Dr. Foster had made a gavel
which he presented to the Institute
A year was required for Or. Foster
to get together the material of which
it is made.
The gavel is made of 77 pieces
of wood, a piece from every state

Keep Moths Away.
Sprinkle Mack pepper on tha bottom of toufeau drawers then cover
with newspaper. You will have no
trouble with mica ox moths.

Wise Advise.
Endeavor to be always patient of
the faults and Imperfections of others,
for thou hast many faults and Imperfections of thine own that require a
reciprocation of forbearance. If thou
art not able to make thyself that
which thou wishes to be, bow canst
thou expect to mold another in conformity to thy will? Thos. Kempis.

warn

Novel Use for German Soldiers.
A curious role falls to the lot of

the private soldier who may be quartered in the garrison at Heidelberg.
Inasmuch aa it seems to be expected
that any private may be brought into
requisition as an object tor study by
the students of anatomy at the university. The Sunday Magaxine.
The Woman Beautiful.
A woman who would be beautiful
should avoid worry and anger, for it is
a
fact that they write flue
Unes, which deepen Into wrinkles, on
the face. A season of rest and freedom from violent emotions will do
more to efface them than all the toilet
creams ever Invented.
n

A

their trousseaux will be interested in this very
uuueruueu, wuiuu, auuuugu ubiu very pienj, ia ijuiib n"v'v

1RLS who are making
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The chemise
trimmed with Valenciennes lace and embroidery beading.
oeiow nas yoae oi insertion, neaaea oy oeaaing; men comes a tuguis"""
Itl IVI ricuiufc
1UC UHiilBUie HI
UlUiUltU Willi IUSU 11UU IUU IUCH.
The
and is made in piece embroidery, with Insertion shoulder straps.
lower camisole has a yoke of Insertion; the combinations are to match, and
have French legs. The Empire bodice of the nightdress ia of piece em
broidery.

Material required: Drawers: t yards 36 Inches wide, 2 yards valen-yarbeading, 4 yards ribbon.
Camisole:
vard 36 Inches wide. 4 vards Insertion. Hi vard beadlne.
yards lace.
Vk yards ribbon, 2
.ignioress: t yaras 3b incnes wiae, z yards embroidery l inches wide,
vard 36 inches wide. 2 vards einhrniderv IK inches wide.
Oamltnle:
embroidery edging, 2 yards ribbon.
Camisole: 1 vard embrotderv 18 inches wide 2 varita hearilnr 1 vard
2V2 yards ribbon, 2Vi yards lace.
')
..
.).. t
.1
11
vnrAa vv
PnmliinnMnn
Ifi Innhac
rt j"'""
vvuiuiiMHivu
71 jaiun
imur.i bM,
luacillllll,
laiuo
"'ui Az ....
beading, 2
yards wide and 3 yards narrow lace, 5 yards ribbon.
w
iiigmuicDD.
aiuD u iui.uco wiuc,
uiuerj jo mcaes w me,
aiu
3 yards beading, 3 yards ribbon, 2 yards wide and 1 yard narrow lace,
i
yards embroidery Insertion.

d

Gavel

Which Contains 77 Places of
Wood.

and territory In the United States
and from Germany and France. There
are pieces from the houses or the
possessions of all of the pioneers of
homeopathy. Each piece in the gavel
Is numbered.
In a bound volume,
called the "Gavel Book," is contained
all the correspondence bearing upon
the gathering of the material of which
the gavel is made. The varieties of
wood used include mahogany, white
pine, ebony, black walnut, rosewood,
sequoia gigantea, vegetable ivory, surrender oak, Arizona Ironwood, redwood, a bit from an Indian medicine
man's tomahawk from Alaska, orange
wood, diamond willow, fir, petrified
wood, yellow cedar, cherry and yellow pine. Each piece is numbered
with a small gilt number. In the
"Gavel Book" under a corresponding
number is a short biographical sketch
of the person of whom the piece is a
souvenir. The ends of the gavel are
gold.
One end is engraved
with
"SImilia Similibut Curentur." Upon
the others Is engraved "Presented to
the American Institute of Homeopathy by William Davis Foster, M. D.,
President 1900." The handle is ebony
tipped with Ivory.

-
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VALUE OF THE COLORED
With

SLIP CUIRASS

STYLE

IS POPULAR

a Number of Theae a Good For Young Girls It Is Acknowledged
White Frock Can Be Worn
One of the Moat Effective
on Many Oceasiona.
of the Season.

The elrl with little monev and a
great need for pretty clothes would
do well well to remember that old but
none the less clever device of using
colored slips over a white gown.
Girls who could not afford both a
class day dress and a commencement
dress bought a nice white frock and
wore it on class day over a colored
slip, with colored accessories, and usually flowers to match.
By having various slips, of lawn or
silk, a good white frock mav be worn
upon an endless number of occasions.
Besides providing a chance nf rem.
tume, the slip actually protects the
gown and helps to keep it fresh.
A thin gown freauentlv looks better
hangs better, with a slip than without
one.
There are various accessories which
may be bad to match: sash, necklace
or pendant, stockings and even shoes,
ana, wnere possible, flowers.

The cuirass style of gown has
brought about an effective combination of net covered with embroidery
and other materials. One of the popular evening frocks for a girl who has
a good figure is a gracefully fitted
cuirass which extends to the hips, and
a
long skirt. The' former is made of coarse net covered
with a flat embroidery of silk soutache, and the latter of messaline with
a scroll of the soutache outlining the
top of hem.
This has tight elbow
sleeves fastened with frills of lace
and is cut Into a Dutch neck outlined
with a flat band of Valenciennes lace
MENTIONED FOR THE CABINET
or a tucker of fine white net run with
a colored silk ribbon. This frock !s
Washington Rumor Says Congressfastened down the back with lace
man Scott of Kansas May Succeed
buttons.
Secretary Wilson.
The original model came out in
linen with the cuirass of coarse net
Washington. There is a revival in
covered with an Egyptian design ol
Washington of the gossip that Secre-- ,
fine soutache. It ran straight to
the
lary vvnson win retire from the da
Charming and inexpensive
neckband and was finished with a
may be made of white eyelet, embroid- Dutch collar of baby
Irish lace. The
ered in a color and worn over a slip sleeves are long, almost
of the same color.
and finished with a turnover cuff xA
baby Irish.
PRETTY
SILK BLOUSE.

A Smoking Suggestion.
The child saw Mr. Smith, wearing
a silk hat and smoking a cigar, go
past the house. "Mama," said she
why doesn't Mr.
Smith fix the
draught so's the smoke'U go up his
chimney?" Town and Country.

Ksep Honey in Dark.
Keep honey in the dark, as it auiri-- .
ly granulates If allowed to stanj in
the light. Also keep it In a covered
dish, as its sticky surface attract
and holds, dust in the air.
To Keep Shoe Lace Tied.
A way to keen the shoe lace tied
is to make a bow ia the ordinary way.
then insert a button hook underneata
the center of the bow and draw on,.
loop and one end through under
neath), thus turning the bow practically upside down. Or draw one loop
through the other and pull the "answering" end, so that the toons ara
knotted.
Merely Local.
Young Thomas, afflicted with a
green apple pain in his midst, thus ex
plained his condition to his mother:
Mother, I ve got an awful had oain
right In the middle of my stomach
but the rest of me feels ftae." Llanin- colt's.

knife-plaite- d

tight-fittin-

The Jew in History.
Long before Socrates tanrht tilín
ophy, or before Herodotus wrote his
tory, Israel had an organized civiliza
tion. It has literature before imut na.
tions had letters, and art while other
nations knew only war an.1
Draper says that "they (the Jews)
were our factors and bankers before
we knew how to read."

unrr

Soldiers Brought In Train.
In August, 1900. during the 1onrn

of a company of Austrian engtueei
from Vienna to Triest, the engineer
oi me train by some mlscbanct fell
from the engine on the track and was
killed, while the fireman under tres:;
of his emotion, fainted away. Tuo
soldiers st once took charge of the
tr m; and. as a tribute to their vcr-a- :
Jlity, it may be added that they got
it into Thlest Uve minutes ahead of the
schedule time. The Sunday Magi- xine.

Clothing and Temperature
The whole theory of rlnihln and im
relation to temneraiur la
by Dr. Wachenhelm in the fbHowins
t
The princess costume "is a feature paragraph, which will probably
where many mlsterious ca'dó
of the season.
"The nnHa hnáv f i
The pointed waistline is a novelty come from:
healthy adult, when at rest, maintain
after the straight cross effects of
the
a
its normal warmth of M
mast
empire cut.
Stripes are not as wide as they easily at an air temperature of aboi't
SO this may be
called the Indifferent
were last year In men's shirtings;
nor temperature, and ia
are they as fancy.
reduced by very
light summer clothing to about 7S. by
Among the materials used for
ing suite are mohair, fine serge bath- heavy winter dress to about Co
tafunder theae circumstances we
feta and silk serge.
feel just Comfortable
an 1ln Anam
Some of the newest and
smartest
or otherwise Inactive."
of skirt and coat costumes
are belne
made without sleeves.
The Princes., both fitting and
OKLAHOMA DIRECTORY
,
the dlrectoire an
are all holding their own.
8m4 far flunp'.t
Necklaces of small cut Jet beads will
taMkf Ufe
be worn much this
...
i
nmi..
ROOFING
who favor the collarlesa gown
sus-gea-

daa-me-

Congressman

C. F.

Scott.

iw,?,

nartment of agriculture In
and that Representative Scott of Kan
sas win succeed hlbm. Several prominent papers have printed stories to

for successful candidates for diplomatic positions by statute, which thv
have usually spent In receiving formal that effect.
It was said at the White House
instruction from the department and
"whiling away time."
that the matter had not been conRepresentative
The new school of Instruction will sidered there, and
be under the direction of Mr. John H. Scott said that the president had
Gregory, Jr., United States minister nevsv mentioned the subject to him.
Secretary Wilson has held the place
to Nicaragua, who Is now in Washington giving the matter careful attenunder three presidents McKlnlcy
tion. Mr. Wilson and other officials of Roosevelt and Taft and holds the
the state department and of tha nih
record for cabinet service.
departments will give lectures on ap
Charles F. Scott represents the Secpropriate sunjects.
ond Kansas district. Is chairman of
The course will last 30 dava twin. the committee on agriculture,
and is
nlng at the time of taking the oath nf serving his fifth term In congress
office, and the men who have passed
Two of his terms were as
their examinations will have a little
He was born In Kan
extra start. Inasmuch- - as no one baa sas, lives In Iola and Is
yet been appointed. Before the men owner of the Iola Register.editor and
are appointed the course of Instruction will be confined to generalities,
Alcoholic Liquors In Canada.
but after the appointments are made
Canadians consumed over $76 000 000
each appointee will be taken Into tha
worth of liquors of all finds last year
confidence of the department and InThe customs and excise duties collect
structed along certain
Unes.
ad thereon amounted to $14,669,627.
congress-man-at-larg-

semi-flttln-

Mqk
FREE

Shantung for

Summer.
Blouse of silk trimmed with wide
For comfortable Rummer
bands of embroidery simulating a bo- serge with
lero and laced in front with ribbon. In the aarne shantung for the coat bou!
shade. Is being

The guimpe and undersleevea are of
tulle
Woven of Linen.

employed
."" 8re flnUh1 'Imply,
braiding often baing on
the tu
down collar, which comes
to
side of the front and .J.'',, the
sleeves at the hands and posslblv
above andjbelow the elbows
The fancy for nimmi..
..
around and around at different pari,
of the arm U a growing
wblch a girl has luat
L!
u.
mu.u., auuiue. on the armnear
the elbow and another at tha
?UCk

For the StOUt Woman thara or.
beautiful combination garments, even
thinner than the usual batíate' and
linen affairs made by the perfect
seamstress.
They are low necked
and of knee length.
Those
combi
nations are of exquisite make and
beautiful finish the really bast gar
meat for tha would-bhiolesa.
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ERICANÍ PICE
HOME
-- A.RADF0RD

if n
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EDITOR
i

William A. Radford will answer
quertlona and give advice FREE OF
COST on all aubjecta pertaining to the
aubject of building for the reader of
thla paper. On account of hla wide experience aa Editor, Author and Manufacturer, ha la, without doubt, the highest
authority on all these aubjecta. Addreaa
all Inqulrlea to 'William A. Radford, No.
1M Fifth
Ave., Chicago. 111., and only
stamp for reply.
enclose two-ceMr.

Cement blocks are used nowadays
for Urge houses as well as small
ones. The new machines make them
In sixes and shapes to fit any required angle or peculiarity In design.
The plans, however, are carefully
drawn to proper sites to work out in
units so that windows and doors just
take up the space of 2
blocks or
three blocks, as the case may be, so
the edge of the wall can be laid up
even and true.
When everything works right It is
a short job to lay up a cement block
wall. The blocks are so large they
build up rapidly. There has been a
great change in the manner of building cement block houses since makers
learned how to build machines as
they should be built and workmen
learned how to use them to turn out
good blocks that were right In every
respect Builders have learned how
to construct a house with the use
of blocks, moulded window sills and
door sills, wall caps, cement steps,
cement veranda floors, etc., In a way
that makes a very pleasing as well as
a very durable house.
The old difficulties disappeared as
knowledge of the business increased,
until there la no possible objection
left. A cement block house built by
a contractor of experience and integrity is better than a stone house, and
it is almost as cheap as wood. The
time is faat approaching when cement
will be the cheapest as well as the
best. It behooves all of us who are

some the natural grays of cement ap
pear cold and uninviting.
In building a house or cement a little more care Is required In making
the plans,, because when the walls
are once up they cannot well be altered.
Windows,
Instance,
for
should be large, because no matter
how fashions may change you never
get tired of a large window. The
narrow ones look very odd
these days, but at one time they were
thought to be the proper thing. However, large windows are always It
style. Tou may go back to a house
built 100 years ago and If the windows were large they look well now

J

PRECOCIOUS

A

CATTLE,
CLOSELY RELATED TO JERSEY

FRENCH-CANADIA-

NEW -- FEAT."

N

Heir to Throne of Russia Amuses
His

Giro Mora Profit In the Form of Churned Butter for
Each Dollars' Worth of Feed Than Any
Other Breed.

Sisters.

Lad Who Some Day WIN

Be Caw a
Sturdy Little Fellow Education
The early French settlers In Canada In their ability to thrive on rough
of Royal Children One
came principally from the provinces pasture in summer and coarse, plain
Far Stricter.
of Normandy and Brittany in France, fodder in winter. Nevertheless they
which He near the Channel Islands, respond splendidly to better treat8L Petersburg.
The handsome, the home of the Jerseys and Guern- ment.
sturdy little fellow who will one day seys.
In 1886, the Quebec legislature gave
The cattle of the mainland and
be ciar of all the Russias, has not of the islands were of the same blood, an official standing to the breed by
yet apparently entered upon the more
and those which the colonists brought establishing a herd book. Animals
serious aide of hla educational career, to Quebec, and from which the pres- of acknowledged pure blood and of
and at present ha and the other Im- ent
cattle are de- superior dairy qualities were admitted
perial children lead as much aa pos- scended, were those very closely re- to registration for ten years, but since
sible an outdoor life, with plenty of lated to the Channel Island breeds, 1896 none have been, or can be, enwholesome exercise.
saya a writer In the Rural New York- tered, except the descendants of the
It has long been the custom with er. Even now the resemblance Is so foundation stock already recorded.
the Russian court that the early years close that many a
,
pure- - The whole number of animals now on
of education should
be conducted
largely on English lines, and English
Is a language which the Imperial children begin to learn when quite young.
BBBSxan
The precocious sayings and doings
of the little prince, now nearly five
years old, have been a constant source
of merriment to his elder sisters,
who are spoken of as being bright,
children.
Miss H. Eager, who for some time
was In charge of the Imperial nursery,
once told a delightful anecdote of the
two older daughters of the czar, the
grand duchesses Olga and Tatiana, at
HBÉsftHxaBWaBXatBSsi laBBBBBaaBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBl
the time when their education began
French-Canadia-

In

n

earnest

They usually lunched with their
parents, but were told that when they
were unruly and not polite to their
tutor they would have to lunch In
the nursery.
"For a while things went smoothly,
but one day Olga was naughty, and
got a bad mark. She turned to her
master and said humbly: 1 am
truly sorry I gave you so much
Second Floor Plan
trouble.' Then she shook hands with
and they looked well even when the him and turned to the door, trying
narrow contracted affairs were con- unsuccessfully to prevent herself from
sidered stylish. Common sense is a crying.
"The tutor was surprised to see the
necessary quality in house building.
child so troubled over a
The size of this house is 31 feet 4
inches in width by 28 feet 8 Inches In bad mark till I explained the situalength. It contains a splendid large tion to him. He then weakly offered
living room 12 by 20. feet, which occupies the whole side of the house on
the lower floor to the right of the
hall. It is a splendid room, with an
light-hearte- d

láaav xBémmS

TOLD

TO

USE CUTICURA.

After Specialist Fallad ta Cure Her Intensa Itching Eczema Had Bean
Tortured and Disfigured But
Was Seen Cured of Dread

1

Humor.

BBfiti

IntenlHy for about ten months. At
times I thought I would scratch myself to pieces. My face and arms were
covered with large red patches, so
that I was ashamed to go out I waa
advised to go to a doctor who was
a specialist In skin diseases, but I
received very little relief. I tried
every known remedy, with the same
results. I thought I would never get better until a friend of mine told me to try
the Cut ieura Remedies. So I tried them,
and after four or Ave applications of
Cuticura Ointment I was relieved of
my unbearable Itching. I used two
sets of the Cuticura Remedies, and I
am completely cured. Miss Barbara
Krai, Highlandtown, Md., Jan. 9, '08."
Drug

Chcm. Corp, Bole Propa, Beaton.

According to Taste.
Discussing missionary work, Mme.
ConHelene Vlncente, the
go missionary, said at a dinner in
Cleveland:
"A Chinese heaven strikes you as
ludicrous. Yet here in your own country you are careful to fit heaven and
the er other place to your people's
dislikes.
"Thus, on my recent southern trip.
I heard a Georgia negro divine describe hades as ice cold, a place
where the wicked shiver and freeze
through all eternity. I asked thé divine why he altered In that radical
manner the usual description of
hades, and he replied:
" 'Ah don' darst tell mah people nuf-flelse, marm. Why, if Ah sed hades
wuz wahm, some o' dése ole rheumatic breddern an' slstern o' mine would
be wantin' ter staht right down dah
come fust frost.' "
n

Typical

French-Canadia-

bred Canadian cow can almost pass
as a dark Jersey. They have, In fact,
been called the first cousins of these
other breeds, but their residence for
250 years in the province of Quebec,
where In the past, especially In
pioneer days, they were scantily fed
and poorly sheltered, has developed a
constitution of iron.
For Bixe they rank with the Jersey ;
cows averaging from 700 to 900
pounds, and bulls correspondingly
heavier. The color is black or dark

K

Hfi

Mummy!
"Mummy!
look, here's
baby walking on his hind legs."

Bull.

n

record Is about 8,000. At the
exhibition, Buffalo, out of
ten competing breeds of cattle, the
s
gave more profit
in the form of churned butter for each
dollar's worth of food consumed than
any other breed. Isn't this the kind
of butter machine we need? Given
a certain amount of raw material in
the form of fodder and grains,
that can manufacture this into butter with the least waste comes pretty
near to being the right sort to keep.
French-Canadian-

the-co-
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One Cause of Neck Boils.
Neck boils come with the sweaty
season. Many people have large hair
pores on the back of the neck The
sweaty, starched collar rim is good
culture soil for boll and carbuncle
germs, which get rubbed into the
large hair follicles or sacks, producing
dangerous
sometimes
a painful,
spreading crop.

Saving Her Blushes.
said the young In
ventor, "a device that will be a boon
to the typists."
What Is It?" asked the manufac
turer of typewriters.
"It's an extra key. Whenever the
operator can't spell a word she
presses this key and It makes a
blur!"
I have here,"
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Grand Duke Alexia Nikolalevitch.
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to give her a better mark, but she
only sobbed out, 'Thank you, mon
Where Trouble Is Found.
Wigwag I never knew such a fel
sieur, but really I have hot deserved
Cow.
A
It. I have deserved only the bad
low as B jones
He is always looking
mark, and I must stay in the nursery brown, with sometimes a
for trouble."
In other words, a cow of great capaciHenpeckke Then, why doesn't he
today.' Tatiana came in at this
stripe down the back, and the ty Is not necessarily a profitable animoment greatly concerned. When she muzxle may or may not be fawn, or mal. It all depends upon her ability get married? Philadelphia Record.
interested In building houses, and that elegant fireplace in one corner,' and It heard what had happened she cried: orange-colorelike that of a Jersey. to transform food into milk with the
Ancestry.
ueans almost everybody, to study up Is lighted by three windows of a slxe Oh, this Is terrible. But tell me what The general appearance
Is one of least waste of material.
The
Did Smith's family come
Knicker
sufficient to look well and admit you did, and I'll do the same that we alertness and vigor. The head is inon this new building material.
which are. the average for over on
the Mayflower.
may be punished together.' "
Edison's idea was to make houses plenty of light and sunshine.
ows
telligent showing an active disposi the best three
Bocker No; in the rocking-cha-i
regard
to
convenient
plan
in
floors
is
and
The
nil of cement. Including the
Her little sister, however, did not tion, which is at the same time re- In the
teat
fleet
roof. A good many practical builders dining room, pantry, kitchen and cel- allow her to make the sacrifice. "No, markably docile.
The udder is car- will show what this breed is capable
liave the same Idea, but they are car- lar way. As this is the executive part Tatty," she said, "you must be very ried close to the body, teats are of of doing:
Amount of milk, 5,252.8;
HOME TESTING
of the house these features are of good, and let mamma see she has one good sise, and well placed. Ribs are pounds; per cent, of fat, 4.19; value
rying it out In a way somewhat differA Sure and Eaay Test on Coffee.
pantry
should
A
ent from Edison's plan. People must great importance.
obedient daughter."
t well sprung, barrel roomy and chest of butter at 25 cents per pound,
be educated up to the new Idea grad- always have an outside wall If posTuberculosis U $63.86; cost of food, $23.64; profit on
It would appear that nowadays the remarkably deep.
To decide the all important ques
ually, and at the present time most sible. The one place in the house education of children at the Russian claimed to be unknown In this breed, butter, $40.22; weight of cow at entry.
tion of coffee, whether or not it is
people prefer that houses shall con- that should be kept cold Is the court Is not so severe as tt was In except when contracted by direct con- 8S8 pounds;
gain in weight, 51 really the hidden canse of physical
tain considerable wood. This house pantry. In this plan It Is shut away the earlier part of last century. The tact with animals of other origin. The pounds; percentage of profit to value alls and approaching fixed diseases,
has wooden floors and lath and plas away from the kitchen, still there Is regime under which Alexander II. was Canadians surpass all other breeds of food, 177.
one should make a test of ten days by
ter partitions very much the same as a passage way through one end of it brought up, for instance, was
leaving off coffee entirely and using
certain
a frame house, but there is a great to get Into the dining room, and the ly stringent, if simple.
e
Postura.
on
aa
to
as
It
on
well
thrive
clover
two doors between the kitchen and
relief follows you may know to
If
ATTENTION
Hodgetta
Brayley
hay
corn
fodder.
or
save
sure
to
has
Be
summarized
dining room are according to the moat
certainty that coffee has been
some clover hay until lambing time,
the young Alexander's day's work aa
approved plans. I like this arrangeOf course you
BREEDING EWES as
the ewea will give more milk for your vicious enemy. your
ment for a dining room because It is follows:
heart again,
the lambs on clover than anything can take It back to
'He and his comrades, Vielgorskt
in the front of the house where It it
elae. For a grain ration a mixture of if you like to keep sick.
easily ac and Patkul, had to get up at six, and,
is
It
still
cheerful;
light
and
A lady says:
"I had suffered with
Proper Care Must Be Given Shea shelled corn, oats and bran makes an
I 111 Kitchen
after prayers and breakfast began
cessible from the kitchen.
stomach trouble, nervousness and ter
An
at
excellent
Do not neglect
feed
ration.
seven.
at
lessons
their
were
These
Combination stairways also are con
the bran part aa that keeps the sys- rible sick headaches ever since I waa
"i""?
ra-w- Living Rh
venient and they save room, that Is, continued till noon, with an interval
tem In good condition and aids diges- a little child, tor my people were althe
breed
good
to
allow
plan
Is
a
It
between nine and ten for recreation
you get more convenience In the s
tion. Commence feeding grain to the ways great coffee drinkers and let us
the
after
run
farm
of
the
ewea
the
ing
After a two hours' walk they had
amount of apace. Tou get a splendid
ewea in time, so they will not run children have all wo wanted. I got
as
long
the
fall,
as
crops
In
off
the
are
cellar under a house like thla and you dinner at two, after which they played
down and get poor before lambing so I thought I could not live without
pick
can
they
it
so
bare,
la
ground
have a convenient way down to the or rested until Ave, when lessons
time. A poor ewe cannot take proper coffee, but I would not acknowledge
of
run
the
have
them
Also
over.
let
cellar from the paasage way leading we're resumed until seven: then they
care of her lamb, for she has nothing that It caused my suffering.
gets
too
snow
field
until
the
from the pantry Into the dining room. were allowed to play or do gymnastics the stalk
"Then I read so many articles about
to draw on.
bare
ground
is
whenever
the
and
deep
The house is not too large to heat tor an hour. At eight supper was
Fostum
that I decided to give it a fair
you
have
If
quarters.
comfortable
Porch
I
with a hot air furnace and it may be served. The evening waa devoted to
had not used It two weeks In
I
triaL
I
you
so
can
take
care
of
early
the
axanraasssaaJL
placed almoat under the center of a review of the day's achievements
you
will and that March lamba place of coffee until I began to feel
lamba,
the' house, which is very much to be and to posting the diary. At ten they
are the best for market or breeding like a different person. The headache
preferred in this manner of heating, went to bed.
disappeared and
nervousness
purposes, aa they get more size by
equally
may
dis
be
heat
because the
"On Sundays and holidays the hours
fall and are ready to eat grass when whereas 1 used to be sick two or three
Hot
rooms.
different
cof
tributed to the
devoted to lessons were taken up
it comes, the cheapest feed on the days out of a weak while drinking
Tint Floor nan
air is the moat satisfactory heat for a partly with Improving reading, partly
fee I am now well and strong and
farm.
especially
when
house,
deal more cement than wood used in medium sized
with some handicraft and gymnastics.
Use a good, pure bred ram oa the sturdy seven daya a week, thank to
ts construction.
yon take the cold air from outdoors.
Postum.
"Notwithstanding
the ability ex
flock, as the Improvement In quality
I have very little patience with the hibited by Alexander. It seems that
The time waa when people looked
1 had bean using Postum three
size and feeding capacity of the lamba
upon cement aa a cheap substitute
plan adopted by some builders of he waa wanting In steady application
will more than repay the extra ex months and had never been sick a
for stone and efforts were made to taking the furnace air from Inside the He waa brilliant but no plodder. In
pense and you are getting a better day when I thought I would experiimitate stone, hot that time has gone house. It Is a talking point that some order to make him work Capt Moer-de- r
flock instead of running them down. ment and aee It It really waa coffee
y. The intrinsic value of cement Is furnace men use, but I fall to see the
that caused the trouble, so I began
hit upon an Ingenious plan. He
aa with a scrub.
ow recognised and It is used upon its advantage of it Fresh air from out
to drink coffee again and Inside of a
started a poor box, to which the chilweek I had a sick apell. I was so 111
merits. It ta bo longer necessary for doors may be made comfortable to dren were not allowed to contribute
Picking Cucumbers.
cement to masquerade
I waa soon convinced that coffee waa
under any live in hist as cheap as stale air unless they bad earned the right to
Don't forget to keep picking the cu the cause of all my misery and I went
Was colore.
Some Good Ones.
taken from the hall way, for the rea confer benefits on others by-- having
cumbers aa they ripen, hook through back to Postum with the result that
If a warm reddish tint la preferred son that fresh damp air from outside worked assiduously themselves.
And
la color m
ha addad to a thin ts more easily heated because It con- this pita seems to hare been success in the winter turn them out so they the vines carefully I they have a great t waa aoon won and strong
Moist ful."
hyer of cement placed next to the tains considerable moisture.
can get exercise. The exercise Is of way of hiding In the leaves), so that determined to stick to
more benefit than the food they get none will bo overlooked; for two or leave coffee alone la the future."
outside of the form and the expense air at a temperature of 8 degrees
For "rough food there la nothing bet three large ones going to seed will
not very great It ts cheaper than keels as warm aa dry air at 71 or 74
Band the little hook, "The Road to
Improved Variety of Coffee.
Minting, because tt is permanent degrees. If it does take a utile more
ter than clover bay the cheep never sap the strength of their vine, where- WeuvUle," tn pkga- - "There's a 1
scientists
next,
have
In
Brazilian
succeded
ts
right
picking
along
them
new
as In
get tired of it and torn fodder
"locks made la thla war look the coal, which I doubt Tory much, the
nan he akove letter t
m year afta rmmr
A arreat man
saving in doctors' blue wilt mora than developing a new variety of coffee, Timothy or slough hay ts vary poor ones will fonn and a continued sup
unusually
largo,
with
berries,
fine
i prefer
feed for sheep and they do not seem ply be secured.
a little color, because to make tip lor tt
wbicb ripea rear ?arly.
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Legal Notices.
School notes.
The Alamogordo public school
will open September 9th.
Klrst Publication August M
should see that
v...h ie.r.-iiPiit.llrtkn-ttepteIS.
Lut
their children enter the first day Department ol Terrl- - (
land attend regularly.
f
tori! Kn)liieer,
at
meet
pupils
school
high
Aug. U, 10.
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Is Everybody Ready?
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To be sure that nothing has been
overlooked read through the list
below and arrange your shopping list to include those
you may need.

lleginning August U the followlti:
advertising rates will become SafcS"
five ui Tk Alanmgordo News. Abso
Intel) bo eoaot Irwin U) anyone.
1
Profésele oal Cards occupying
inch or les space. SI a mouth.
Itla Display advertising. 15 cents

per single column inch each insertion. Dtiplaj kit onulnlr.g onlv a
reasonable amono) ol price list smt-te- r
80 cent- - per stogie column mch
. '
containing
...k ii ....
large amount of figures anil price
li- -t

matter,

.'."

cents persliMe column

inch each issue.
One
Local- - or reading notices,
Cent a word each issue. No charge
arc
locals
If
made bv the line.
wanted in black face type, double
I'iinires
price will be charged.
count same as words.
Minimum charge on local readers.
"
cents Minimum charge on dis
play advertising. SI 00.
Cards of thanks, resolutions of reo(
spect, obituaries and notices
churches and societies where an ad
to
affair
the
mission lee is charged
advertised, ons cent a word.
as are
same
These prices are the
charged by all other county seat papéis ni inri territory .

Children's Wunder hose for boys and girls;
the best hose that money can buy. Per

New line

ju

Girls Hose, light weight ribbed hose for the
20c
young lady, special a pair
Our regular 15 cent children s hose in black
10c
onlv, all sizes, on special sale

'

Boys' worsted knee pants, strong material
50c
and dark colors, all sizes

The "Iioostlets" are coming In,
but not as last ns we would like to
Get busy and win that
see them.
dollar. It go for tae best boost.
Just a few words are all that are
necessary.
The shorter the sentence is tie better the boostlet may
be.

.

Bargain table full of children's oxfords,
nearly all sizes, were values up to $2.00,
$100
now cut to

"All tilings come to him who
waits, providing lie waits long
enough."
Better yet : "All things come
to him who goes and gets
them.,,
"Go get' em, we won't live to
be as old as Methuselah."
H. S. Evans.
Tush ; if you can't push pull ; if
you can pull get out of the road'
Exchange.
must not use
Alamogordo
smokeless powder and Maxim
silencers o n net' advertising
J.

M.
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Last Publication SeptemberU.

Superintendent,

NOTICE.
HERE IS PELIEF FOR WOMEN.
ains in yur back. Urinary.
If you lytv
Bl:idler or Kli' ,oy trouble, and want a certain,
herl relief from Women's ills, try
I
It
Mother . Graj - "AUSTRALIAN
LtUV
..........
.11
...... .. . ....
- a s.ie, reii.uie icuhiji"'. . ...1 r.li.i'.E
I.....-.1.tV(.nlit.e.- - nii liiititl inflamatKin
and ulcerations. MOTHER GRAYS
IA: LEAF is sold bv Ilrut't'iMs or sent
thai
Mi,,mail for Suets, sample sent KKEE. Ad
dress, The Mother Gray Co., Le K.'j, N. .

Snn

on special sale.

Hair Bow Ribbons
colors, both plain and fancy; special lots
10c' 15c' an(1 25c

.,..

Department of Ter (.
rltonal Engineer t
Santa Fe, N. M., July

mv.

10.000 in

acies.

All persons who roav oppose thegrant- Ing of the above application must file

Legal Notices.

Children's ready to wear gingham dresses,
50c
regular 85c values, now

First Pub. Sept. 2; last Pub. Sept.
Notice of Publication.

Boy's brown felt school hats a regular $1.00
75c
value, now at

In the District Court, i
f
Cniintv of Otero.
No. S74

to make the school outfit complete
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their objections, substantiated by affi
davits (properly backed) with the Terri
torial Engineer ot or before four weeks
(rom date of last publication hereof.

Territorial Engineer.

Calvin N. Mcliride
The said defendant, Calvin N. Mcltride,
la hereby notified that a suit in divorce
has been commenced aeainst JOB in tin
District Court for the County of Otelo.
Territory of New Mexico, bv said OllieJ.
McB' ide, alleging failure to support and
abandonment; that unless you enter or
c use to be entered your a:ip aranci '
said suit on or in fore the .3-i day of Oc
lober. A. I). l'JI)9. deome, Pro Confeso
therein will he rendered airainst you. so
Chas. P Downs, Clerk.
Frida M Eckman, Deputy
.lno. w. Timipson,
Alamogordo. New Mexico.
Attorney for Plaintiff.

Revised

First Pub. Aug. IS; last Pub. Sept. 0.
Notice for Publication.
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR.
C. S. I.aud Office at Las Cruces, N. M.
August 10. 190U.
Notice Is hereby given that Charles

Vesper, of Newman, N. M.. who. on
S, 1907, made Desert Land Entry No. l.lua Serial 053B) for a tract of
unsurveyed land embracing an area of 40
acres, described as follows:
Beginning
at a point North 10560 feet, and Bast
211Í0 feet from S. E. corner of Township
8 East; thence runnlnc
5 S.. Range
West 1830 feat; thence South 1330 fc t;
thence E;ist U20 fe.-t- ; Ihenee North lU'.'ll
feet to the plsce of beginning. Ikis
filed notice of intention to make Final
rommutallon Proof, to establish claim
to the land above described, before J"l n
.1. Bowmau, Probate Clerk, at Alan
gordo, N M., mi the 15th dav nf Ocim r

Weekly.

i

A. Sorensen.

i'astor

Every member of the Business
Men's 'lul should be present at

pany captured a breakfast of delicious coffee uid good old hot
The day vas spent in
cakes.
The company under command practice drills and mauouevers,
Kenedy left Ala- - in which, the company is now
f.n rtñmp nil lit t ills of First Lieut.
i
10 A. M.
at
mogorda
Sat.
T h e return
quite proficient.
meeting, and no member should
quar- - marchTwascomnenced at !) A. M.
except
marching
AH
were
miss it.
It is suspected thu,
and chief
Secretary Evans and President tor master sergeant
ot eqm-- j
harge
took
who
cook,
Wolfinger will have a surprise
Uieilt-ibivud.
ailvl
.
I
Ol i'l
to spring on tl.n li.lv ;i
Arrived at the mouth of La
the nature of it is not even suscañón before dinner, the
Luz
The
lats
pected at this time.
two meetings of the club were comnanv having lunch in the
better attended than any pre- haversacks, the march was called
vious, and it is gratifying to Ot a halt, and the cook made
state that interest is constantly some of that good, black coffee
growing, and that returns from After a short rest the edmpany
rethe work of the club are coming was called in the marched
sumed.
genpublic
The
in all the time.
Everything went along nicely
erally have no idea of the amount
of work that has been and is still until 4 o'clock, when reaching
being done by this body of work- the top of a hill Mr. Carl's ranch
ers for a "Greater Alamogordo" could be seen in the distance, it
there is not a public improve- is with out doubt, oue of the
ment in the community that is most beautiful in the mountains,
not traceable toa greater or less
Marching about mile from
extent to the work of the Busi- where his house stands the com
ness Men's Club.
Nearly every new comer is pany was halted, tents assigned,
first interested in the town and four to a tent, each man getting
community by the advertising busy to put up the tents, ou the
matter Sent out by the club, or beautiful little spot called camp
its individual members,
whilo tne cook
Let the good work go on; let Camp Hike"
MOST EFFICIENT IRON ON THE MARKET.
busy getting
got
cookie"
atd
do
to
more
every member resolve
at the handle, yet hottest upon the face, with
in the future than in the past, supper.
greatest
amount of heat directly in the point.
and there is no limit to what
Supper being ready the first- The patented stand attached to the heel of the iron is most
may be accomplished.
sergeant called the company to
convenient as it is always at hand and cannot be lost or hidorder, each man with his musket
den in the folds of the work.
and tin cup fell in line, and
Where To Buy It. v
This labor-savinnecessity may be used by connecting to
charged the grub which disapper
The News is n sale in Ala
electric
any
light
socket.
Let ns deliver an iron to you pn
guard
were
supper
mogordo at
t.rren Bros.' ared. After
iron
will
The
cost
you nothing during the
e 5 cents a stationed, camp fires built ane
durg store, i
copy.
stories told till 0.80. when taps
Cloudcroft peo, e will find were sounded and the camp was
Bailey's soon silent.
The News on sale
Pharmacy.
At 6.80 next morning the com
ui-.- .

I

will

IWtf.

Claimant names as witnesses:
Henri I. Ni'wtnau..lr .of Newman. N
do
Franeeisco Mnffuo, of
do

M.

lose Maraudo. of
do
do
Frank P Rlair, of Orogrande. N. M.
JOSE GONZALES.
Register.

preach
at the First Baptist
Monday morning, completed in church Sunday at II a.m.
Fust Pub. Aug. 12; last Puh. Sep!.
Sunday school at 9:45 a. in.
five hours.
Notice for Publication.
Stramrers welcomed.
The boys enjoyed the trip and
DEPARTMENT OF TU E INTERIOR,
are ready to go again.
I'. s Land OfDce at La Cruces, N
M. E, Church, South,
One of the Company.
August 10. in si.
Notice
heiebv given that Mirv
All regalar services at the M.
E. church, South, next Sunday. Collin", ol Newman, N. M . who, mi Sep
Get The News for the news.
tember 3. 1907, made. Desert Land EnSunday school at !l:4r a in.
try No. 1501 (Serial 0537) for a tract of
Senior League at il p. in. Jun unsurveyed land embracing an era ol in
acraa, descri bod us follows: Beginning at
lor League at I. m.
A coniiai invitation is extend a polnl dlstaul North n:,0 ted, and Eastfeet from the 8. E. Corner of Towned to all.
W. V. Tkkk, I'astor. 6000
S Range
hip
E.; running tin e

The Boys in Camp "Hike."

the next rhgular meeting, which
is to be held on Tuesday, September 7. Many matters of im- -

Baptist Church,
S. B. Callaway

i, ííilliva.n:
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Churcf) Notices

ALAMOGORDO

14, lOOP

Notice Is hereby given that on the 7th
ay of July, li'OO, In acrornance with
Section SO, Irrigation I. aw of 1907, A.
M. Jackie) and (ieorge Kimple, of Ala- mogordo. County of Otero, territory of
made application, to the
Now M-s- le
.
Territorial El gineer of New Mexico for
a permit to appropriate from the Public
Descri tive Stories Free.
Waters 01 tne territory 01 mew Mexico.
Such appropriation is to be made from
We will carry, free, descriptCafloa at point bearing N 34 10 '
ive stories of any town in the Dog
Wí4-'8frota Cor. Common to
county.
All you need to do is IS and 1M S. and Hgs. in and U Twp.
E. by
to Bend ns the story, telling the means of diversion and storage, and 200
se;.
cou- 500
is
ft.
be
or
ac.
to
per
your
CU,
ft.
town.
advantages of
to Sees II, 2S and IV. T. 18 S. K.
These articles will appear each veied
10 E. by means of ditches, reservoir, etc.,
week. We can sure have that aud
there used for Irrigation of 840

25c

You will find our Stock quite complete on all little things necessary

in'

.

,

you are assigned,
Territorial Engineer on or before four
week from da'eul last hiiniication hereof"
given
A list of books will be
Vfcll.(l. L. SU1.UVJB,
Territorial Engineer,
eadh pupil the first day of school.
Charles D. George,
First Publication August 10.

vs.

Fortune onlv knocks at a man's
door ouce. Will other knockers
please copy.''

.

New Mexico.

Oll'eJ. Mcliride
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artillery.

nth

eccurvanre with
oí 1907. J. L.
ol Utero,
forre."! AUmogordi..
Territory of New Meileo, made, application to the Territorial Engineer of New
Mexico (or a permit to appropriate from
the P Idle Waters o( the Territory of
I

r.

all kinds of dress goods, both wool and
cotton especially suitable for school clothes,

Boy's Buster Brown belts

ol Julv. I'.", in
dt
Section HI,' Irrigation

C8 ft per ase, and is to be conveved
time.
R. 10 R' by
lo Sec. 3 and 10 T. U
in
the
room
report,
the
to
l'lease
ntgni oí dltehat. etc., and there used
040
acres.
as-irrigation
ol
(or
building to which you were
All liiTsuii who inav oppose tne grant
signed for this year.
ing of the above api licatlon must lile
piiviwmw nv
Do not buy your books until their oni''ons. backed),
with the the

of

at

tht

hereby

Notice

25c, 35c and 50c

Table of percales, ginghams etc., for school
10c
Big values at, yard

All

Just received a large shipment of school
shoes, both in dressy stvles and weights
that will stand hard 'service. Price ranges
$1.50 to $2.50
from

sizes

dresses.

:

ShOeS

all

Regular 50c grade worsted dress goods for
children's school dresses, big lot to pick from,
35c
at now

For the Boys.
Boy's percale and Madras shirts, either
"illc
with or without collars, all sizes

in,

Dress Goods

25c

Pair

t

br

All pupil? who did not receive
promotion and those W 'ymg
presduring the summer will
ent at !' o'clock on S "inlay.
Sept. 4th. for examina 'ion.
Grade pupils will lnng their
promotion cards Mom iy, Sept.
tlth. and will be assincd at that

Boy's Caps

Hosiery

"B00STLETS."
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Cortli 1320

thence

Methodist Episcopal Church
Sunday School at 10 o'clock.
treadling at 11 a. m. and
m.
All utrangers and
members are "cordially invited.
Jomi H, Murray, Pastor.

13'.'0 feeti
1320

feet to the placo of beglnlng. ha lid
notice of Intention to make Final Proof,
to establish claim to ihe land above described, before .lnhn M. liowinaa. Pro- hate Clerk, at Alamogordo. N. M-- . on
the 15th dav of October, 1WK.
Cialmnnt n:nne a; wltpesses:
HeuryjL. Newman, Jr. of Newman. N.M.
Francisco Molino, of
do
.Ioe Miranda, of
do
F'rank P. Hlair, of Orogrande, N M.

7--

non-churc- h

Presbyterian Church.
Sunday school 10 a. m.
Preaching at 11 a. m. and

lence Kast
feel: thence

1320

Mouth

First Pubblicatiou August
Last Publication September

7 :30

36.
23.

Notice For Publication.
Chriitian Church.
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR.
Eld. Stacy Phillios. tHP llW LT. S. Land Office at Las Cruces. N. M.
pastor, will preacli Sunday a. m.
August is.
at 11 and at 7:45 in the evening. Notice is herebv clven that IsaatW.
Anderson, of Tularosa, N." M.", who. on
every uouy invited.
December 24 1906. made Homestead Enounday . school at 10 a. m.
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A. E. ANDREWS

THE

POPULAR DRY GOODS CO.

B (Incorporated
MASONIC TI MPI r Rim nmn
LadiW Ready to Wear Dry Gooda, 8h
Men'a Clothing a.d HaU. We
cordially

n mvw,

iuas,

w m.

Gohzalks,
Begjster

REALTY CO.

REAL ESTATE
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Mr. and
have sold their household goods,
cooking utensils and
k
and have leased the farm to
James Fenniniore. They will reside in El Paso in the future.
There has been a number of
good rains in this section during
the past week and verdure is covering all the fields in Fruitvale.
All are glad to see Miss Sarah
Anderson home again, after an
absence of several weeks.
Mrs. J. A. Gore has been very
sick, but is improving.
Gilbert Lilly will start for
Globe, Arizona, soon where he expects to be fos several months.
live-Hoc-

rs liefore- 1910.

,

-i.

j-

the beauty of toe town.

AtunmrtaO
Mrs. Samuel Le Roy
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Frnitrale.
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puICIiasru
wlmrc liis

spend the wintr.

Woodwortd

was

Little Phyllis Phillips is again
quite sick.
m engineer.
Mrs. Levi Oran is very sick and
j. Messer has returned her daughter from Oregan will
, I, I..
I..,
'it,
take her to that state, in order
leeo attending tne u. a.
that her health may be benefited
Incampnii'iit.
He reports a
0. W. Carroll .8 proving up on
nine.
his claim three miles north of
Hewett nas

lady

FINE BOOKLET PBMTIH0

look-

of a Pull

man,

what a beautiful olace: I
mi
eriiiuj cuiuiug dock ims,
way and atop off here." When
toM what place it was she said
she had often heard of it, but
never dreamed it was so beautiful. That is the feeling of every
new comer. It is true that many
of us who see it every day do not
realise the beauty of it, but let
us go away for a time, and visit
some of the towns that are not
so fortunate, and the longing for
Alamogordo comes up, and when
we

return

we

Exclusive Window
play and Sale of

has secured from the
This storePrinting
Co., the privilege

Alamogordo is free from the

terrible sandstorms that make
life miserable in so many of the
towns of the southwest. The
trees that furnish the shade
which ts so pleasant on a warm
day also keey out the sand and
dust that fill the eyes, mouth
and clothes, and take away the
breath.

Wells has been is thought that she
I'atiny
Mr some time our. in re poisonous weed.

Km
le

Li

ill

improving.
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í.i
l r
wants
inanes

to be

tted

loin
Ifer calves.

jersey

lev. Murray 'will deliver an
Bre?
un "Iilcorportion"
at
1.
CI
,11
,l
uñaren
ace.M.r..
duuubj mgni
-
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A

every one interested in the
turn out to hear him, as
fjeel
et

posted and the address
interesting.

of

m. W. Tal boot and wife,
as. arrived in Alamogordo
tSatm .lay to spend the winter

ate some

Leslie Drew, went with the soldi
er boys to Burro Flats this week,
he reports a daiuly fine time.
Mrs. Ida Hobbick has visiting
her sister Mrs. Arthur Neil for a
few days past; this week she
aud Leslih Drew are at the Miss
Fleming ranch in Alamo canon.
A". K. Gore
from north of
Alamo and his family were
pleasure riding in the Sunday.
Those fellows from up close to
the hills like to come out and

hook at good pasture occasion- ). E.BeniYs, the well driller, ally.
Rev. Marry and wife and son
gnu. to Santa liosa lia Spring
em
'John and Mrs. Eldridge from
linn
miss the Wash Fabric Alamo drove out to the Tom
I
Display and Sale at Charles ranch Tuesday afternoon
in the Murray car. They run out
W Ifinger's.
in io minutes.
H. Cate, of New York,
A party of "itt from Alamo
ft
r, Cste. the new owner
Monday
evening at the sands.
tl
dttaga sanatorium, has
Wolfinger party had
G.
The
J.
Alamogordo to make
of losing their
misfortune
the
ibón
Dr. Cate mill open
while out there and were
horse
san torium
on the lóth of
hauled In with one of the other
I

llr-

111'

Mr.

i

101

line;
to

Bl

lather

Ifason will leave about
for Salt Lake City on
Mr. Gleason dropped
Tho News ami paid for
year's subscription.

in Children's Sandals
WOxforde. at G. J.Wolfineer's.
Barg:; in

Miss

Pierce will leave
attend the Baylor
llene at Belton. Texas.

May
atarday to

'nal.

A. Mann has gone to
Ibnqucniue to join Judge Mann
their new home in that city.
r. Mann leaves manv friends
k Alamosordo
who regret her

nurture.

CLASSIFIED ADS

FOR SALE One D e 1 i v e ry
Buggy, in good condition.
TO

BOARDERS-Aft- er

board.

OLD PAPERS

Five

For Sale.

cents a bundle.

Alamo-

gordo News.

"Wash Fabrics I halare Washable"

pictures which are both
are showing
and amusing. One hour's good show.
One illustrated song, sung by Mrs. Taggart. the best
singer in the southwest.

QEORGE

C.

BRYAN,

Physician and Surgeon
Hospital Phone 42.
N. M.

R. GILBERT,
and Surgeon,

Alamogordo.

13.

N. M.

Hlnlnsi Engineer

...

Box 371.

O. D. WAR NOCK & CO.

W. MILLER.
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON,
Telephone No. 30.

O.

Contractors and Builders.

Cost you no more to have your work done right, your materials carefully selected, than to employ some others who will
have to watch from start to finish, and then succeed only in
haying your material ruined. You will have to watch us,
but we do claim toknow how. Our experience of nearly

thirty years is at your service.
Office and shop half a block South of Alamogordo Hotel.

AJaawianb.

W. TOMPSON,

J NO.

Lawyer,
Practice in all conrts and government
Departments.
Offices, Suite 3 and 4 First National Bank

Building. Alamogordo.

D R. J.

G. HOLMES.
Physician.

Office over Holland's Drug Store.

I

Just What
You
A

Want

J

1

TOWNSHIP PLAT showing

the location of your home, and
your neighbors and all the
roads. A great convenience and
pleasure. Price $1.00, or FREE with
a year's subscription The News.
Plat applies to any township in the
county.

I

The

News. I

)R.

M. IONE HULETT,
Osteopathic Physician.

On Tenth St. Opposite the Court House.

Alamogordo. New Mexico.

H. GUDGER,

d. d. s.

Dentist.
Prepared 10 do porcelain crown and
bridge work, porcelain inlays; also
gold inlays.
OFFICE OVER WARREN'S DRUG STORE.
Rooms F, G and H.
Phone 77.

D E.

K. B.

Office

over First National

JAEVIS,

Dent s
Phone

Hank.

71

ALAMOGOEDO,

N. M.

Protect Your Life
and Property with an

Insurance Policy

A. F. Menger
AgeQt

Terjtb St.

Phone

134

Hotel Zeiger
EL PASO, TEXAS,

WEST,
Ii.
CHAS.
'
I. Miles)
to
(Successor

Office Phone 182

W.

Alamogordo,

Reputation For Reliability..
The moat valuable asset in any Drug Store.

your prescriptions.

Warren Bros., Druggists.

x. M

I. Jerzykowski
Merchant Tailor
Quinliven Block.
Custom Tailoring In latest styles.
Choice Patterns always In stock.
French Dry Cleaning and Repairing according to latest methods.
Goods guaranteed not to shrink.
Ladles' Goods a specialty . . .
Work

In soliciting your prescription business we refer you to the
They know. It's
Medical Profession as to our reliability.
their duty to know. And it's to your interest to know.
fill

Rooms 9 and 10,
First National Bank Bnildint--.

Robert Newton Woodwortft

Admission to all 10 Cents.

Murphy and daughtet has
Transfer Line
return.,! from Montain Park, General Dray and
pnere she has been spending the Home Phone 177-P. O. Box 317

Let us

Attorney at Law.

Phone

first-das- s

Mrg,

paner

H. MAJOR,

J

Offilce, Upstairs in the Gilbert Building;.

H.

Fisher will arrive in
wn tomrrow to take charge of
fie survey for the electric line
ftne sanatorium

First National Bank Buildin?.

D R. J.

'

Pierce was up from E 1
this week visiting relatives,

Office Upntalra

Examinations and reports.
References exchanged.

L. E. MARTIN.

FINE PRINTING The News
has the best equipped job printing department in this part of
New Mexico. Rush Jobs Rushed.

In

Attorneys at

it The Old Reliable Store.'

I

Office

SHERRY,

Physklan

"fIíL IT TREES. Early in November I will ship in from the
best nurceries thousands of the
best trees and vines. You will
rind them carefully heeled in.
You see what you get.

Lee Jones, Proprietor.

Max

&

gHEKRY

--

The Alcazar Motion Picture Show
We

Alamogordo, N. M.
Jusl East of Tim News
with J, 4 Orant.

Office

ALAMOGORDO.

Mon-

day. September 6, the Mote.uma
Hotel will take regular boarders
for $4.50 a week, for room and

BUSH,

Res. Phone S3.

Rates for advertisements Id this column
one cent a word each Insertion. Minimum eharce 25 cent"

Don't forget that The News is
prepared to do the very best class
of job printing, and you get the
work when yon want it. No job
wagons. The horse was found is too large to be estimated upon,
the next day.
and none too small to receive our
prompt attention.
There is much to interest the
stranger in Alamogordo. ComIf you wish to know all about
ing upon it for the first time he Otero county, write the Alamo
is bound to feel impressed with Business Men's Club.

Mia. E.

aso

of

Wolfinger.
G.
J.
f

Mr Sanson lost a very valuable
cow this week from poisoning, it

J.

F.

i

$

Ith, when he will leave for a
rse in a law school.

l'ri nting.

I'nited States Uommisaioner

the exclusive Window Display of their
Fall Wash Fabrics for Alamogordo.
This sale affords an unusual opportunity of buying the advance patterns of
these beautiful and serviceable Wash
Fabrics at very reasonable prices.
As we anticipate quick sales of these
goods, we suggest early buying for the
most desirable selections; although all
the patterns are desirable.
Call and see this display, even though
you are not wishing to buy. It will be
v
well worth your while.

uvnta

I

i

Make Your Final Proofs Before

are certain tkat

,

work on their book let a, catalogues, ate., will tind they ran
secure such work at home by
patronising The News' job
office.
We make a specialty
of work in this line and have
a shop equipped for the pro-- d
actios of the better kind of

k

Wash Fabrics,

appointed town.
Iiige
to four years
ghelton
Milton Phillips has gone to
a t the
lianical
Globe Arizona, where he expects
cultural college at Messilla
tie sure that j ou read our a,d
to go in business with a view of
locating there in the future, he offering a township plat free (K
J. It. Gilbert and Mrs. W.i
H(.(.ilin,1;
with one year's cash subscription
hv
am i. spent a few days with gmifch wJw vigUed thrpe weekg to The News. The map alone is
at Mountain Park at Hillside.
Ml
worth more than the subscription
week.
A brother Groom ha s moved amount. But if you are already
't forget the meeting of his family Herefrom Tennessee, a subscriber, or whether you are
Bufiii',-- s
Men'8 Club lues- - and will make this his future or not, you can get the map for
one dollar. This is an opportunSeptember 7. Let every home.
ity that does not come to you
ober be present.
Mauki.ixk Octavia Thompkins,
every day, as the government
Si himer returned
rof.
last
price for a much less complete
Ik a trip to Kansas. He will
Farmers Flats.
map is $4.00.
in Alamogordo
about one
Fntir miles west of Alamogordo.

-

Land men, and others who
desire the highest grade of

Dis- -

i

ours is the most beautiful, most
pleasant and altogether the best
town to live in on earth.

i

--

A

heard t exclaim, upon
m
ing from the window

Or Th

Ctrnr

CaiM far

at DillrtrM.

- -

'fkaaa 127.

H. La Salle

Sir

v

eyo r.

Land and Irrigation Ditch sur

veying a specialty. Haps and
Blue Prints made to order.

(Ero pean plan)
Kooms 78c SI and $1.80

NO. 46328
PercheronlStallion, black with star. Foaled May 14,
1905; bred and owned by A. J. Dodson, Norma,
111. This splendid horse is now the property of the
ALAMOGORDO

PERCHERO

BREEDING

Conducted in accordance with
the sanitary laws of the State of
Texas. The best equipped restaurant in the Southwest. Headquarters for stockmen and mining men. OHAS. ZEIGER.Ptjod.

BARRINGER'S

ASSOCIATION

and will make the season at the barns of the
Alamogordo Improvement Company.
Terms:
$20 to insure ; $10 cash and $10 in 6 months.

Feeil & LlYery Stafile
Fine Camping
under cover.

Ground
.

Good Horses, Good Rfes,
Good Service
Pennsylvania Ave, Alamogordo.

KNEW SOMETHING OF IT.

1

r. .o

rlñiiA
mice or rresn
4

9

BUBBrW

crusneu

leaves. Lnjoy

sweet breath

U
6

I

k

better
dioestiorv

6

CVlEW

A

IajWDIüI

NOT THE

BUTCHER'S

British, Bast Afguess everybody in
the civilised world knows
Theoex President
that
dore Roosevelt of the
United SUtea is getting
two American dollars for
every word of "copy" he writes for a
certain New York publication. Therefore the business of bagging the gnus
In this lonely spot on the world's
map has a double meaning.
Spell it gnus or news suit yourself they are pronounced alike. The
only difference Is that you get one
with a rifle of heavy bore and the
other by means of mental ingenuity.
Mr. Roosevelt, I have discovered,
makes his own news. And he sells
his own news. Hence his declaration
that "because there are no journalists with this expedition all apparently authentic reports are barren
AIROBI.
rica. I

till

FAULT.

pea) You have no idea how
these pens run!
His Neighbor (applying a blotter ta
his trousers) Oh, i have an lnug
Spoken from Experience.

In the

make-u-

p

of the

blacks.
Eighty-fou-

e

the

comprised

souls

r

semi-savag-

teacher had asked for words enaHag
with "ous." "Can any one," she u
give me a word like 'dan serosa
meaning full of danger, 'hazurdsss,'
full of haxard?"
mere waa silence tor a moment
Then a boy in the back row put up
Us hand.
"Well, Bobby, what Is your worar
"Please, Miss," came the reply
'pious, full of pie!"

small army which Mr. Roosevelt took
Bwana
with him from Mombasa.
Tumbo dressed his aides up In American made loose shirts and khaki
trousers. Of their own choice were
queer little skull caps decorated with

New England English.
Complaint was made to a local mas
by one of his employes that imys as
were swimming in a pond were caí,
lng quite a nuisance. The owner of
the property gave the man the privilege of putting up a sign, as he had
asked penr'sslon to do It. The lotice reads ad follows:
"No Lolling or Swlmmlg on Theas
.
Growns Order by
If 'atened
Law
Will be Forced." H rkshlrt
Courier.

feathers and tassels.

Wall tents, the
same as those
used by American army offprovided
icers,
rest-dent'- s
the ex-sleeping
quarters and bis
was
patriotism
fully shown by
the fact that the
stars
American
and stripes floated from the flag
p

you
Mrs. Customer That lamb
gent me, Mr. Sttntwaite, was the
largest and 'toughest I ever saw.
Mr. Sttntwaite Tut, tut. It's that
boy been loitering again. I assure you,
when that joint left the shop it was
the sweetst little leg of lamb yog
could set eyes on, and I gave him
strict orders to deliver it at once because you wanted it young.
A

Can

before

dipped

at

in

sun-

rise and sunset
accordance
in
with the United
States army cus-

for Sympathy,

Two matrons of a certain western
city, whose respective matrimonial
ventures did not in the first instance

prove altogether satisfactory, met at
a woman's club one day, when the
tirst matron remarked:
"Hattie, I met your 'ex,' dear old
Tom, the day before yesterday. We
talked much of you."
"Is that so?" asked the other matron. "Did he seem sorry when you
told him of my second marriage?"
Af HUNTING
"Indeed, he did; and said so most
frankly!"
"Honest?"
"Honest! He said he was extremely falsehoods or are obtained by means of bribing Ignorant sersorry, though, he added, he didn't vants and it stands to reason that for the sake of a bribe one
know the man personally." Lippin-cott'- s of evil intentions is not atfove inventing falsehoods for the
Magazine.
purpose of obtaining the bribes."
Be that as it may, early in the month of August Mr. RooseNo Need of Interference.
velt will impart some of his news to a select gathering of East
The two neighbors who were pass- Africans at a banquet. You can't keep reporters from a baning the little cottage heard sounds as quet, consequently at the time of writing there is no reason to
of a terrific conflict inside and suppose that the world will not get the former American execustopped to listen.
tive's remarks in full.
Presently they heard a loud thump,
Mr. Roosevelt will tell his hunting experiences, his views
as if somebody had fallen to the floor. on world politics and lots of other things which will astonish
"Grogan is beating his wife again!"
his staid British hosts and will set them to thinking.
they said.
The world at large is getting little Roosevelt "stuff," as
Bursting the door open, they rushed the editors call it. The reason for it is said to be the hunter's
into the house.
desire to pursue the life of a nimrod undisturbed by eager news"What's the trouble here?" they
paper men. They are on his trail
every day, but they keep out of
"Ther' ain't no trouble, gentlemen," sight.
calmly answered Mrs. Urogan, who
Entering the port of Mombasa,
had her husband down and was sit- Theodore Roosevelt and his big
ting on his head, "Gwan!"
stick made an instantaneous hit.
He was strenuous. Britishers are
Passed Mammoth Iceberg.
slow of movement
and thought;
at 40 yards. The
An iceberg described as 2
miles
Not so with
long and 500 feet high presumably they are deliberate.
beast was charging
American hero. He thought
him in dangerous
not so high for the whole 2
miles the
fashion.
was passed about 1,200 miles from quickly, spoke quickly and said
Not long ago Mr.
New York recently by the French line things upwhich made the inhabitants
and shout.
Roosevelt captured
freighter Mexico. It was in latitude stand
He
great
talked
about
country
the
two baby antetlopes
42:20, longitude 46:70. New York
which the British had built and aland sent them to
Sun.
most civilized in Africa. He made
his daughter, Mrs.
other points which tickled his hosts
Encouraging.
Nicholas
"Tell me frankly, sir, what do you and he was solid with them from
who by this
the minute he put foot on the gangthink of my daughter's voice?"
time doubtless has
"Well, madam, I think she may plank of the steamer which brought
received them. More
him from Naples, Italy.
have a brilliant future in water-colo- r
He told
than 1,500 specihis East African friends that he
painting."
mens had been capwanted to be treated like a regulatured by the RooseAftQVEi
tion American citizen, not like a
velt party up to the
former president of the United
time of this writ
States. This, the British seemed to think, was a lng and before the expedltiton weighs anchor
first class Invitation to treat him like a king,
for other shores probably 1,000 more will have
which they did.
reached the taxidermists.
With his entourage riding in the passenger
Lions, wildebeests, antelopes, giraffes, hippocompartments of a primitive Uganda railway
potami, rhinoceri, tigers, monkeys and dozens of
coach, Mr. Roosevelt gave a real strenuosity exother varieties are among the trophies of the
hibition by daring Acting Governor Jackson to
chase.
of Appetite
ride with him on the cowcatcher. He said there
To Kermlt Roosevelt the expedition has been
was more breeze on the front of the train anya source of wonderment and pleasure. Everyand Anticipation
way. Mr. Jackson and Mr. Roosevelt then stopped
thing was new to him. He had read about the
the outfit and took positions of vantage ahead of
mysteriousness of darkest Africa but had never
are realized in the first taste of de- the fireman and engineer.
been given an opportunity to even peer into the
licious
confines of a real lion hunting camp.
This tickled the Britishers. Nobody had ever
thought of riding on the front of an engine beAt the present writing both Kermlt and bis
fore in East Africa. They had always done the
father are in the best of health, both wearing a
most commonplace thing by seating themselves
swarthy tan which, is darker than the jungle
on the "cushions." So, because he was different
stained khaki suits in which most of the hunting
from their kind, they liked the American from is done.
the start.
A short time ago Mr. Roosevelt visited the
The ride that day lasted SO miles, when the enAmerican mission near here and he expressed
gine, being a union engine, refused to work over
pleasure at the work which the organization Is
eight hours and gave out. The next day the ride doing for the African savage. The morning of
and Cream was repeated and
half the British East ti.e day he visited the mission he spent in hunting Culubra. monkeys and succeeded In shooting
African highbrows ride on the front of the enThe golden-brow- n
subbits are
gine when they want to make an impression.
several, which were added to the list of specimens.
Once on Sir George MacMillan's ranch the
stantial enough to take up the
cream; crisp enough to make real sport of the expedition commenced.
Officials here have expressed the belief that
MacMillan's ranch is a notorious hangout for Mr. Roosevelt's bagging of game Is Justifiable In
crushing them in the mouth an
view of the fact that his specimens are being
lions. They roar around the ranch
exquisite pleasure; and the flavor that belongs only to Post at night and tear up things generally. Colorado secured for the purpose of stocking up the
mountain lions were easily beneath the hunting
Smithsonian institution at Washington.
Toasties
prowess of Mr. Roosevelt and he proved that Af
Perhaps the biggest test of Rooseveitian strenf rican
s
alongside of the Amerilions are
uosity came when the party crossed
desert
"The
Lingers"
can brand by depleting the kingdom of Leo by west of this city. In this instance the
they were
six in two days, thereby setting a new record foY compelled to go for more than a week without
This dainty, tempting food is huntsmen In this section of Africa.
procuring water. All the liquid refreshment they
made of pearly white coro, cooked,
A big, hungry hippopotamus
had was carried with them In great water skins,
chased Mr.
rolled and toasted into "Toasties." Roosevelt one day. Formulating his plans as he suitable for
this purpose.
sped along through the Jungle, the
Bwana Tumbo, which is an African expression
Popular pkg; ioc; Large Family size is
led the enraged animal to the open and set two of reverence, was the nickname which Mr. Roosesteel bullets crashing between his eyes when the
velt's native servants soon attached to him, and
hippo was only 100 feet away. Kermlt had a when I met the
at Kaplti Plains
similar experience with a rhinoceros and, displaystation, where he was obliged to stop during
POSTÜM CEREAL CO., LTD.,
ing the family traits of his father, stood his travels, he seemed pleased to be reminded his
ot
Battle Creek, Mich.
sesjasf. and succeeded in dispatching Mr. Rhino
the fact that be had struck a responsive chori
Long-wort-

Delights

Post
Toasties

y

man-eatin- g

Taste

pole

The Lost Ring.
Woman lived In Rackinsack, had t
ringworm on her back,
Said she wouldn't care a snatch, but
was where she couldn't scratch
TI...f..
.L. vuuiutJ uui. euaurc,
Had
tuviuuiB
to have aid quick and sure.
One box of Hunt's Cure, price 50c, did
ihe work. It always dees. It's gua-

Roosevelt's tent.
The colors were

Keenest

also-ran-

K

ranteed.

The advantage of living does not
consist In length of days, but in the
right improvement of them Mon-

tom.

Roosevelt
presented
a unique scene.
Situated in the
snter was Mr. Roosevelt's adobe, which
also housed Kermlt
Before It floated the
American flag and
grouped around it
along miniature
"streets" were the
"pup tents" of the
gunbearers,
porters,
bush beaters, cooks
and other servants.
Kermlt Roosevelt's
personal servant, Juma by name, became
as devoted to bis
The

camp

young

master

taigne.

Imitations are all bought by careless
folk. Yet one glance shows you the
apear of real Wrigley's Spearmint
A man may live Justly by avoiding
what he blames in others. Montaigne.

IP YOB USE BALL BLUE,
Get Red Cross Ball Blue, the best Ball
Blue. Large 2 oz. package only 5 centa.
Life has one great purpose,
growth of character. Wesley.

the

Food
Products
LIMA'S Cooked

as

latter
the
though
were of regal herifollowed
He
tage.
him everywhere and
was at his side during the rhinoceros ins
cident in which
life was per-

Corned Beef

There's a marked distinction between Ubby'a

Ker-mit'-

iled.

Oooked Oormod

Juma's gaudy turBoot and even - the best
ban, ktiaki
and American-madthat's told in bulk.
calfskin shoes, which
Evenly and mildly cured
were a present from Kermlt, marked him as a
man to be envied among his fellows. The
and scientifically cooked in
said that whenever he needed Kermit for any
Ubby'm Brmmt White
matter whatsoever, It was onoly necessary to scan
KHokmm, all the natural
headpiece.
the horizon for Juma's gay
flavor of the fresh, prime
During his hunting, travels and speaking
Bwana Tumbo never has lost sight of his writing.
beef is retained. It is pure
He is writing a chapter here and there, whenever
and
wholesome, delicious
he has the time or inclination to devote a few
ready to serve at meal time,
hours to the book of travels which he has half
completed.
Saves work and worry in
Mr. R. D. Cunlnghame, Mr. Roosevelt's hunter.
summer.
Is typical of the African sportsman and is declared
to know more about game in this section of the
Other Libby "Healthful"
world than any other game expert.
all ready
No more unique sight was ever presented to
the casual observer than that which met my eye
to serve, are:
when I alighted from a Uganda railway coach at
Kaplti Plains, where Mr. Roosevelt and his army
were grouped. The station is on Sir Alfred Pease's
ranch or estate, as It is known here.
"The Plains" consists of hardly more than the
signboard which tells its name. Mr. Roosevelt's
"army" was drawn up about htm, the
was conversing with Hunter Cunlnghame and the
former executive's gunbearer, Abdallah bin Said,
was awaiting orders from his chief. Of the army
Abdallah Is most devoted to his master and the
frequent lashings which the heads of the expedi"Parity goes hand in hand
tion are often compelled to administer to quell
with Products of the Libby
impending mutiny are never necessary with this
brand".
character. He Is a unique type of African and because of his good qualities he commands better
Write for free Booklet, -"pay than the rest of his fellows.
How to make Good
The man who aided Mr. Roosevelt In getting
his expedition ready cautioned him against asking
Thing to Eat".
any of his servants to do duties for which any
of
the others were hired.
O n
The labor union instinct is second nature with
at
the attache of the African hunting expedition Let
a gun bearer try to do the work of a porter
grocers.
your
or
bush beater and there is war In camp at once.
Ubfey, Mtsttl
No ther may the game carriers beat
game
the
Into
eight.
4 Uthy
Perhaps this system is for the best
after
all for the reason that every man specializes and
therefore is able to do his own allotted work to a
better advantage.
,d here th,t Mr- entire expedition will cost between $15.000 and $20.000
which
to an American hunter may seem an
price. But hunting wild game In Africa enormous
is a heavy towasT m?oil MfavlSvasaHT.
undertaking and In order to go through
Yon cannot afford to experiment with
with such
a task that amount of money Is actually
untried goods sold by commission
necessary. But the party I. getting results
agents. Catalogues free.
what tbey figure is the proper viewpoint.and that to
,n " Stoik district
em.
V,Brriyed
and
his
ptenty of game upon whichKermit
to
exhibit
their prowess. The younger Roosevelt
set about establishing
hunting
U.1LCVfl
1HL
Boa
the biggest lion which, up to thatrecord
time,
its way to the taxidermist of the nnrtv Ta. hadfonnd
. ..
w
buffaloes!
jaSrn.aLStJPi
5
o f.B-esciur me Mmlthinrun iUSlft
u
tutlon.
half-hos- e
e
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LATI SUMMER.

"IT MIGHT HAVE BEEN."

f

KB aMsat sods look fire
from the rose
For lummcri breath;
But, from the poppy took,
at even close,
A. Mat of death!

Ilia voice of summer
the aoac of lark

ALL sad words of
tongue or pen.
The saddest are these it
might have been."
How this I think a great
mistake.
And with the poet. Issue

U

take.

At morning " thrill;
And after that, comea on
apace the dark
And whlppoorwlll!

Consider my experiences;
I own I had a lot of
chances;
John Livingston asked me
to marry;
I was engaged to Cousin

The lush of creen: the
reckleea minstrelsy
And chant of bird;
Then, like a knell, the
sound of cicada
heard!
In tree-top- s

Harry!

John Is dead this
many a year,
And Harry 's lot has been
severe;
Late nummer! and the tun's too ardent And Smith, who offered lands and bouse,
Is poor as the proverbial mouse.
rty
I quickly aet.
I'm very happy as I am.
There's hint of winter In the twilight
And quite content I married 8am;
(tray
It might have been." sounds well In
Forget'."
"Lest We
.
verse.
In
n.
truth. It might have been much
The Actrsss and tha Frylng-Pworse!
Many people wonder haw the stage
any
rate,
at
Bridget's Beatitudes.
manage
to
lire;
workers
Blessed Is the fresh fruit juice add
tiose of tha profession who have not
high-price- d
hoed to sago or tapioca to make a light
the means to stay In
tels, and who moat scrimp more or summer dessert. Mix in the propor
tion of a pint of any juice into a pan
less to make both ends meet.
with two quarts of water and six
One actress In the "Road to Yes
tr,i:i v " comnany explains It thus, "It ounces of sago. Sweeten, add vanilla.
Do you mold and set away to cool.
is all due to my frytaw-pan- !
syrup,
Blessed Is the rhubarb
see this?" and she proudly produced
invention, which looks at first
,
but
light like an ordinary frying-panwhich on examination snows a par
Utlcn In the center bent In the shape
of a broad V. Another straight piece
goes from thé V to the other sido
of the pan, thus making three compartments and permitting the cooking
of three dishes at once.
"For the bachelor girl or the actress
on the road there is no boon like unto
this?" she declared. "In every room
there is a gas let, and I carry this pan
a tiny stove and tubing In my trunk,
Egg in one comand there you are!
partment, coffee in the other, and
It Is much less
toast In the third.
bother as well as a saving In expense
to take my breakfast In my own room.
Many of us do this way, and for us
la a blessing not to
such a frying-pabe sneezed at even by the more
fortunate women who have a whole
big stove of their very own!"

a new

n

But

strained, bottled and saved for winter use.
Blessed Is the currant juice added
to any jam in the proportion of a
pint of juice to every four pounds of

fruit.
Blessed Is the summer diet which
includes a large amount of raisins. No
article of food Is more wholesome;
no sweet comes to us in such good
form.
Aunt Msry's temon Pie.
Sift together a cup and a half of
white sugar, two tablespoons flour
and one of cornstarch. Add' the grated
rind of two lemons and stir in the
yolks of three beaten eggs, juice of
two lemons, a piece of butter and two
cups water. Cook In a double boiler
till It thickens, then pour into deep
pie tin, lined with paste. Bake with
meringue.

WHY rCOPLK SUFFER.

Too
ts UdBys Sra the
tad toa gofarwr to not aware of It
tack Udaeya hrtag hsshsrhs aad atfte)

tEWir

"SINGLE MNDBR"

Uta
fail, thas keeping
nnUi smoke. A fresh cigar
of good tetases to tha ideal
The oM, wall eared tobáceos
are so rich in quality that many
who formerly smoked loe cigars now
smoke Lewis' Single Binder Straight
In.
Lewis' Single Binder costs the
dealer some more than other Be cigars,
tost the higher price enables this factory to usa extra quality tobacco.
There are many Imitations; don't be
fooled.
That to no substituto! Tell
the dealer you wast a Lewis "Single
Binder."

raes, tired feeling, urinary
troubles. Dean's Kl
sjay pukt cora the
cause. Mrs. N. at
Qraves, Vlliisca,
Iowa, says: 1 suffered from kidney
trouble for years.
The secretions war
disordered,
there
were pains In my back and swellings
of the ankles. Oftsn I hsd smothering spalls. I had to be helped about
Shortcake.
Doan's Kidney Pills cured me five
The strawberry shortcake, I love It
years ago aad I have been well since.
I. love it! I prise It mora dearly than
They saved my life."
Remember the name Doan's. For tongue dare to tell! No sherbet or pudding or pie is above it; there's nothing
sale by all dealers. 60 cents a
in pastry I Ilka half so well. Just give
Co., Buffalo, N. Y.
me a section as large as a platter,
Exchanging Solemn Thoughts.
with freshly crashed berries spread
'Ah, says the man with the parted over the lot, and I am contented autd
whiskers, "when one stands alone in hapy. no matter what ailment or
the night aad contemplates the won- trouble or sorrows I've got Ho, bring
ders of creation, how futile, how puny on the shortcake, the strawberry
man, seems! How vain, how puerile shortcake, and always and ever I'm
his hopes and longings, when he Is Jack-oLos Angeles Exsurrounded by the eternal silence of presa.
the universe! Has this ever occurred
to youf
Laymen Combat White Plague.
'You bet!" answers the man with
According to recent figures pubthe big scarf pin. "He feels just as lished by the National Association
punk as he does when he misses the for the Study and Prevention of Tu
owl car and has to stand on the cor berculosis, nearly 60 per cent, of
ner an hour for another one." Chi- those enlisted in the active campaign
cago Post.
against consumption are laymen, and
the percentage of laymen has tripled
A Gentle Aspersion.
In the last four years.
Among the prisoners brought before
a Chicago police magistrate one MonOld and True.
day morning was one, a beggar, whose
"For fifteen years I have constantly
face was by no means an unfamiliar kept a supply of Hunt's Cure on hand
one to the judge.
to use in all cases of Itching skin trou
'I am informed that you have again hie. For Eczema, Ringworm and the
been found begging in the public like it is peerless. I regard it aa an
streets," said his honor, sternly, "and old friend and a true one."
yet you carried In your pocket over
MRS. BULA PRBSLAD,
60c per box.
(10 In currency."
Greenfield, Tenn.
"Yes, your honor," proudly returned
Flowers.
the mendicant "I may not be as InFlowers have an expression of coundustrious as some, but. sir, I am no
tenance as much as men or animals;
spendthrift." Harper's Weekly.
some seem to smile; some have a sad
expression; some are pensive and
Serial No. 701.
diffident; others, again, are plain, honWhen Uncle Sam went oubafter fake drugs est and upright like the broad-faces
and patent medicines. Mr. Mitchell bye
salve with never a eaange in tormuia or but thesunflower and the soldierlike
label at once registered and received Se- tulip. Henry Ward Beecher.

AFTER
FOURYEARS

the-spo- t!

d

Rough onRata, unbeatable exterminator
Rough on Hen Lice, Nest Powder, 36c
Rough on Bedbugs, Powder or Llq'd, 25c
Rough on Fleas, Powder or Liquid, 25.
Rough oaRoaches,Pow'd,15c.,Liq'd,2 Ec
Rough on Moth and Ants, Powder, 25c.
Rough on Skeeters, agreeable to.use ,25c.
K. S. Wells. Chemist. Jersey Clty.N. 3.

Spectacular Oil Fire.
The most spectacular fire ever wit
nessed In the oil Industry was at one
of the Des Bocas wells In Mexico.
French Marmalade.
60,000 barrels of oil were
This is made of equal quantities of About
up dally for nearly two
pears and grapes. Steam the grapes burned
rose to heights
The
and cook In very little water till soft. months. 1,400 flames
A Series of Breakages.
800 to
feet
Press through a colander and add the of
"Banks had his engagement bro- pears, peeled and sliced. Simmer gent
ken."
They Are All Pleased.
ly, stirring often until thick as pre
Did he take It hard?"
'By experience I have found your
ferred. Sweeten to taste, strain again
Yea;, after It was broken off, he
Hunt's Lightning Oil to be a great
and seal.
pain and sprain reliever. I am very was all broken up, and then he broke
down."
muck pleased with it."
THE CLUB APPROPRIATION.

Antes Lapia is bald. Be sánennos
beforehand ú the papen what bis asas
nove is gxjsag to be. His story begun as
the August number of

OF MISERY

Short Stones
"No.
The first
SerisstS." It is a story that will bold your
The French Pohce finally given
in their attempt to trap the wiry Lupa,

Cored by Lydia E. Pink-ham- 's
Vegetable Compound
Baltimore, Hd. "For four years
my Ufe was a misery to me. I suffered
i rom irregularities, terrible dragsensations,
ging

extreme nervous-neta- ,
aad that all

gone feeling In my
stomach.
I bad
given up hope of
ever being well
when I began to
take Lydia E. Pink-ham-'s
Vegetable
Compotmd. Then

Foster-Mtlbur-

rial No. 701. The influence of Dr. Mitchell's Eye Salve has ever spread through
honest merit. Unfailing cure for sore,
weak end inflamed eyes. Price 25 cents.

rdniods English Defective'
Tries to Catch the French
Gentleman Criminal

and send to England for Herioeh fhoteii
Then follows a battle of wits. The ckver1
French rogue against the
English detective.
Send us tl JO for a year's subscription
to "Short Stories' aad foUVw the ftscvaat
ing, t musing Lupin. Every month, too, there
are numbers of good, criro. short stories
printed in big, clear type. Every
dealer can Ihandle i your
sol
j

I felt as though
new life had been
given me, and I am recommending it
to all my friends." Mrs. W. 8. Fokd, TOILET ANTISEPTIC
1938 Lansdowne St, Baltimore, Md.
NOTHING LIKE IT PON
The most successful remedy in this i

country for the core of ail forms of
female complaints is Lydia E. Pink- - THE TEETH
nas renwring tartar (rom the teeth,
ham's Vegetable (jompoima.
is all
stood the test of years and
germs el decay and dtesa
more widely and successfully used than tooth preparations
cannot do.
cured
remedy.
has
It
any other female
thousands of women who have been THE MOUTH
troubled with displacements, inflambreath, and kills tha germs
mation, ulceration, fibroid tumors, ir- sad mroaL. raaiaea d mouth,
causing sore throat,
regularities, periodic pains, backache, which collect m the
feeling, flatulency, bad toe, bed basso, grippe, and laacb wcUssa,
that bearing-dow- n
when inflamed, toed.
indigestion, and nervous prostration, TUr
.ad ban. assy be
after all other means had failed. these) I lis. a. I
by Pa
If you are suffering from any of
ailments, dont give up hope until you
Vege-tnPinkham'a
E.
Lydia
given
have
a flnmnonrai a trial.
sad stop the chachareo, hita sus
X
If yon would like special advice ssuiody ice uterina catarrh,
to-d-

a

I

IT

tre

M

hl

Lynn.
write to Mrs. Pirtkham, grilded
Mass, for it. She has
thousands to health, free of
charge.

SIGK HEADACHE
UAKI LKoj

Positively cured by
these Little Pills.

They also relieve Dis
tress frota Dyspepsia, In- dlgestionamlToo Hearty
Eating. A perfect rem--'
edj for Dizziness, Nausea, Drowsiness, Bad
Taste In the Month, Coated Tongue, Pain In the
Side, TORPID UVEB.
They regálate the Bowels. Purely Vegetable.
SMALL PILL. SHALL DOSE. SHALL PRICE.

iTTir

ISP

PesSns is a harmless yet powerful
asrsandsvassweflaal sad
Lead in bathing it destroy, odors and
haves the body satwsptiQ
VOS) SALC aT DHIM STORES ,80c.
OR

POSTPAID BY SMIL.

LARGE SAMPLE FREE!
THE

PAXTOM TOILET OO.. BOSTON. MASS),

Bad Taste
in your month removed while
you wait that's true. A Gas-cartaken when the tosigue is
thick - coated with the nasty
squeamish feeling in stomach,
brings relie
It's easy, natural
way to help nature help you. t
et

Genuine Mutt Bear
CARTERS
Signature
Two Caal Desserts.
CASCARBTS-i- oc
treat
Coffee Junket is a delicious and an
R
ment All druggists,
easily made sweet From a pint of
the world. Million
is
fresh milk reserve a gill; bring this
M
REFUSE SUBSTITUTES.
to boiling point and pour over It a
coffee.
ground
tablespoon of coarsely
Infuse for ten minutes; strain, sweetSaves Money
Save Time
en and add the rest of the milk. Warm
NO HONTNC
NO STROPPING
or
to blood heat It must not be hot
C. C. COOK,
I
Thing.
Good
A
Rare
the Junket will not set Remove from
Halletsvllle, Texas.
and
'Am nslne ALLEN'S
UR club one day. decided
stove, add half a junket tablet, stir
aay
not
have
would
been
can
with
truly
I
we ought to raise
that
60c
25c and
bottles.
out it so long, naa i Known uie reuei it
and pour Into molds, filling them two-some money.
would give my aching feet I think it a
WORLD OVER
And the way we set about
KNOWN THE
thirds full. Top off with sweetened
rare good thing for anyone having sore
Opposed.
Consistently
It was really quite
tired leei. rare, ataujoa nouwen,
tad flavored whipped cream.
queer
as
fellow,
actor
a
is
That
funny.
Providence, R. L Bold by all Druggists,
Beets. Irrígale
Alfalfa
Orange maringue requires one pint
Upon a certain day each contradictory as he can be, even in Sc. Ask
LMB OPKNINO
land la Mew Hazles. Hsaltfal eilssata.
gave a dollar abe bad bis roles."
of boiling
water, a tablespoon corn
Abundant water. Osa seo arop says foe land.
Kansas.
Channle.
Nlaon,
T.
Aasts Wants.
Cbaa
111
earned.
It
larch, the juice of two lemons, the
'What do you mean?"
And all alone (for manly
I tell you what, I like a friend
whites of three eggs and three or
present
playing
a
crooked
he is
was
'At
aid Indignantly
.
who Is a friend in need."
anges (amount for six). Add the com
DEFIANCE STARCH easiest to wort with
spurned).
character in a straight drama."
Then you ought to love me. I'm
starch, moistening with cold water, to
Samantha Allen said that
always In need." Kansas City Star.
afflicted with
the boiling water and four tablespoons
ifsore
Important to IRotriere.
eyas, ass Thompson's Eye Water
hers was saved in
W. N. U., Oklahoma City, Ne.
Examine carefully every bottle of
sugar.
Boll ten
minutes and add
cake and pies.
Home
A
Physician
at
remedy for
lemon juice.
Pour this while hot over
Guess howT She made C ASTORIA a safe and sure
Dr. Riggers Huckleberry Cordial. It althem do without a Infants and children, and see that it Is
tome sliced oranges; make a meringue
ways cures Stomach and Bowel Troubles.
family sacrifice.
of the whites of the eggs with three
Bears
the
Teething, etc At Druggists, 25c
Children
And Jane Stubbs worked
ana ouc per oottie.
table sjxjons sugar; spread this over
and weeded In the garden for her Signature of
.
the top and brown in the oven or by
neighbor.
In Use For Over 30 Years.
Pride is not a bad thing when it
holding a hot stove lid over It (a good And even old Mix Jones pitched In and
The Kind Tou Have Alwsys Bought only urges us to hide our own heart
by hand labor.
hers
earned
burning)
'ay. he It noted, to save
not to hurt others. George Eliot.
A Probable Theory.
Garnish with slices of orange peeling But say, the funniest thing of all: one lit
philosopher,
the
remarked
plan.
'Truth,"
woman
s
and tle
cold.
Why Is It called Spearmint? Because
To turn to her financial aid the preju
sententiously, "lies at the bottom of a of the spear on every package. See It
dice of man.
weB."
THAT OLD VIRGINIA FENCE.
or keep your nickel.
Bhe sent lier dollar, and this note told
"That accounts," said the cynic, dry
whv she had not comer- give
money
would
if
he
much
ly, "for the fact that so
of the
One trouble with the habitually
HE pictures of the paat.
John said the
I'd but stay at Homer'
well water is contaminated.
crooked man is that he never knows
I see through memory's
which way he is turning.
eye.
The Cheerful Grouch on Economies.
Howdy!
And of them all, that old
"Will I ever get over thinking it Is
your
not
firstliver?
How's
in
If
w nivw Pilvmi I
rail fence
smart to be easily pleased. I go Into class condition, doing full duty and Pora
chlllnreold turnead of whisker) ese
Is one I mostly prise.
or oolicdiart hea and summer complaint
a butcher shop and am invlegled Into giving entire satisfaction Simmon's Painkiller.
i falls. Xfc.MeerMo buttles.
tats
roast
because
a
My childish steps have paying a dollar for
Liver Purifier will Ax it so you'll think
followed far
haggle
over
Every
to
one has hut place and voce
well, it is easier than
Its trouble wUl be
Its crooked, tangled something cheaper, and the butcher It's gone
on
earth Gladstone.
tlon
this
up
In
only.
tin
boxes
Put
mases.
I gath silences my conscience by assuring
Aad spider-woPrice 25c per box
ered there.
me that It will do for two meals.
And clover blooms, and Then, when I have to eke It out on
Let us not seek to alter our destiny,
daisies.
the second day with fish or a small but let us try to make the best of our
I see the squirrels skip steak, I am reminded that two bouts circumstances. C. H. Bpnrgeon.
ping o er
s' '
of fresh meat would have cost less
The rickety top rail:
Certainly not) The flavor wont last
snd been more satisfactory.
snuggled 'neath the. lowest bar,
wrrgtey s Spearmint
The Kit lings of the quail.
And for dessert I get berries at ten unless it's real
every wrapper.
cents because a pineapple costs with a spear on
far to Die blue horison Une
twelve. Forgetting that by the timo
That .nioked fence rail led.
The greatest help to overcoming
ud who can tell what hopes, what I nay five cents for cream to go with mistakes is acknowledging them
cents
out
of
two
dreams,
the berries I am
What (ancles filled my head.
i Burrows.
nncket!
Extraordinarily low fares are- - being made this year by above
ne econom
to
.
at .v..
I
perhaps
decided
Or
YELLOW CLOTHES ARE V.N" SIGHTLY.
oeyona
routes to New York, Boston, Niagara Falls, resorts on the Sea
ute en
Kreui worra
Of childish InmniiwvT
ical and have a plain Sunday dinner. Keen them white with Red Cross Ball Blue.
Coast, at the Thousand Islands and in the Adirondack Mountains.
k. memory holds no treasure like
But at the last moment my courage All grocers sell large 2 os. package, 5 cento.
Tickets are on sale every day during July, August and Septemmat uid Virginia fence!
falls, and (the grocery being closed)
privNo man Is so insignificant as to be
ber, good returning within 30 days; give liberal stop-ovshop,
and
delicatessen
go
the
to
I
Mayonnaise Dressing.
sure his example can do no hurt.
ileges at Niagara Falls and other points and are good on boats on
mushrooms
canned
for
prices
two
pay
The tiresome nrocasa of dropping
Renan.
Grot Lakes and Hudson piver, in either direction, without extra
When, by a more care
oil slowly into the egg Is being or asparagus.
socharge.
oí
For fares from your station and other detailed informa
íaea
less
wltn
decision,
we away with by many housewives ful
Real mint leaf
Real or counterfeit?
tion address
to results, too. are often disastrous
called economy, I might have bought flavored Wrigley's Spearmint or rank
dClf
Room 457
to when halt beaten, lo! the separa a can of peaa or had creamed car lmitatlone?
WARREN J. LYNCH
non of oil and egg.
Instead of this rots.
Use your little hammer for nailing
A good life Is the readiest way to
More forethough Is what we house
"dious method, try stirring all the
secure a good name. Whichcot.
t that are to be used Into the wives need; more attention to detail lies, bnt don't be a knocker.
in the beginning. And above and be
'Sll'beaten
vnllra ttnñ onnrilmjtnta.
What flavor lasts? The real mint flavor
n the oil may be added by the yond all, we need have no notion that
in Wrigley's Bnemimlat.
'small-mine
to ouy wun cau
-l- eapoomui
is
it
without failure.
tion: that it Is 'stinginess' to have
The battle without goes as goes the
Only a putty life is afraid of being
Uncle Sam and the Doctor.
an eye to the pennies, or that It is a won out.
battle within.
VYÜp.v
the men nt vmeAfan,! virtue to be easily, pleased!"
la
'me. SSVfi that hMfMt. nt
To Serve Quails.
armrul
preservative.
Yet. In de-Add the flavor of grapes In some
of this opinion, a recent wder
wine, grapes, or raisins
given tor 00 gallons of tomato form either
to the birds. Quails should be eaten
.
-- inin.j.j
very hot.
tu. .
Fac-Simi- le
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YouwnToJrOw Fireside?

1

J

Well. I'm not
th real tstate business, but
can sell you a Fireside tl)ot will rrake borne
the
bright, ven if you are paying rent. It's and
PHONOGRAPH,
EDISON
rnodel
latest
plays both the two and" four minutes records
ir)

REV. MÜRMY ON

MENTS IN PROGRESS

INCORPORATION

J

are

Say!

HIGHROILS IMPROVl

Tv,.--

,

..v

the other

IT COSTS ONLY TWENTY TWO DOLLARS
Come in and hear one. and" you will be converted
--

HENRY S. EVANS
"EVERYTHING

rw loth

IN

and Pennsylvania Ave.

JEWELRY.
Ymi Save Money Bare

You can pay more,
But can't buy more
duality, not price, determines a standard.

Punch Brand"

Canned Goods has established a standard of quality that is
"stuff."
a real standard. They cost no more tpan canned

"F. F. O. S."

Auqality is para-moueat.
you
selecting
what
when it comes to
we claim.
what
not
are
oods
if
back
Your money

stands for Finest Fruit of the Garden.

U R. HUSHES,
Modern Grocer.

Holmes Cleaning Works
E. A. ELLIS, Prop.

':I09 New York Avenue.

We Lead, the Rest Follow
on Ladies and
Franch Dry Cleaning and Repairing. Specialists
Gents Clothing, Silks, Feathers, etc.

Cash

Meat Market
Fribley

See him before you sell your live stock,
Cattle, Hogs, Etc.

hm

so'i debu.
most.

I
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Youir4 Behind

Well, you mmmt
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Farm to Supply the Guest. With
and mnlrl Seed. Flour, Meal, Grain
Vegeand
9th St
Cooper's old
Summer Fruita
Wav call on us
dgs would e grthered in and
Bun
tables Will.be
iny other dog without said tag
and license, t h e owner would
Highrolls is the midway sta
Phone 74.
have the nrivelege of taking the tion of the Sacramenta moun
dog out of the prund after pay
tain railroad, on the Fresnal
ing a fee, have a lscese issued river and the brink of the beau
Electrical Supplies. Auto ar)d Gasoline,
for said dog or the poor devil: tiful Box Canon and the Alamo- would
dog
not the man; let the
Engine Supplies.
imrdoand Cloudcroft seenie high
be speedily .but gently, let us way now building. Not too high,
trnt. exeeted.
yet high enough ; not too warm,
General Repair Shop. Wiring Done.
Certainly iniprovemdnts would
enough. The climate
warm
yet
eoet, hue remember this, not in
is pronounced by physicians anu
G. F- taxation. The indvidual prop laymen to be as near ideal asj
erty ow ner would pay ior m in any climate in the world.
Cor- - lOth and Penn. Ave
k6
,Bh
dividual improvements and he These advantages, as. well as,
ught to be w illing to pay tor
rolling hills and gravelly soil
man liiivillg" a the
tl,..,
Wit in . Ire likf. a
never is muddy, malíes
which
new dress for his daughter, she Highrolls an ideal camping site.
she not only neehs it, but see
A company is now erecting 100
Proprietor of the
how it improves her appearance:
and tent cottages that
cottages
to
is,
but how proud the father
w ill be rustic in appearance, yet
say nothing of the long line of will contain running fresh cold
Uood rigs, caretul drivers and
Is now ready for business.
suitors.
spring water, electric light and
genteel treatment. Office up town just East of New s office
Let s man improve his pryper- - sewerage connections.
tv and whrt is the result. As a
Residence Phone 1
A sixtv acre lake will be built Phone
reuting proposition, it pays.
the
at
dam
a
of
by
means
a
soon
Asa selling proposition it pays head of Box Canon. This will
in
the
lives
owner
and if the
furnish boating and fishing to
place? Answer. Does it pay?
the resorters, the only place of
Well perhaps; depends upon the
the kind in over five hundred Í1
owner.
Incorporation will mean a elan miles.
The company will run its big
town. The writer was accosted
iarni with the view of supplying
on the street and asked by a
in
with fresh eggs, milk,
guests
known citizen if he was
of
vegetables
My stOfji
Is still at the old stand at La LUZ, N. Ml,
health summer fruits and
A.WATP that we had "good
received
a rati
nnmr.lpir
nrices
nnd
.ill
in
lust
lines
mv
are
rieht.
all kiiuk.
law s". "In fact as good sanitary
Ian
beautiful vi- of Ft. Smith, Ark.., Farm and Mountain Wagons
its
with
Cañón,
Box
laws as it was possible to have,
and other Intern!
w agent, for Champion
Mowers and Rak.es
falls, w hile now compara- Kñt
water
.
.
..
.
f .1
already".
v.
íiisu ntun tiui the Johq
tionai Harvester o.. ramuiuci
tively unknown, is pronounced ill
?7 Deere Plow Company's Implements.
Certainly we have law s, good
by traveled people to be far su fifi
anitary laws in the Territory.
m
W
i n natural beauty a n i
perior
(I feel like yelling.) I hat is
yrandeur to such famour resorts
just exactly where local sell o
as Apache Canon in Colorado,
you
do
government shines. Do
etc.
hear. Shines' The infoivement
R. B. ARMSTROM,
W. R. EIDSOM.
Besides the scenic road being HENRY J ANDERSON,
f City Ordinances is the simplest
CatnJ
Vice President
President.
Alamogordo, there
from
built
thing in the world.
will be horse and burro trails
The Council enacts the laws. up and down to the most interThe Town marshal (or other City esting sights. It is safe to say
officer) enforces them. The that there is no place in me
country where one can lind a
Mayor, and, if necessary the
reater variety ot scenic attrac- k
ai mm
'inincil sees to it that they are i
in i. in. cruinrp mile tnan at
get
that? rtliehrolls.
Did you
nforced.
Tbpre von are. l ie writer is
CONDENSED STATEMENT
Dog Canon.
not a knocker, bu, just now, in
AT COMPTROLLER'S CALL. CLOSE OF BUSINESS June 23, M
my humble oginion, we need a
Dog Canon is a station on the
RBSOURCBB
L!ABILITIt
grand hallelujah clean up in this El I'aso Southwestern railroad, Loaim and Discounts
S 94.163U3
Cinltal
ii,
uverurai
K,.P"u'i Undivided Profits (Net).
town.
circulation..
eleven miles south of Alamo-gord- U. S. Bundsonto U.secure
15W.0U
S. Bonds
Circulation
Premiums
Then again remember the cost
MUS Deposits
Securities,
Bo'uds.
etc
four
lying
with mountains
23.500 00 Time certificates of doposii
house. furniture & fixtures
Battkinir
of government in an incorporated miles to the east and unlimited Other Real Estate owned
275 no
Due from National Banks (not retown is by fer the cheapest form building stone and fine stock
22 n7 2i
serve atrentn)
from Slate and Private Hanks
of government. The marshall, range with plenty of spring Due and
bankets. Trust Companies
3.423.10
and
Banks
the night police and the town water beautiful sceuery and the Due fromSavings
11,317. 52
app'v'd Reserve Afrenta
;4n.2
Checks
items
other
and
clerk would be the only three white sands ten miles to the Notes of other National Banks
KjO.CO
98 05
Fractional Cur'y, nickels, cents
paid officials, you can easily fig- w est,
money
Lawful
puantireserve....
11.051.75
iu
is
unlimited
that
S00,OU
Redemption fund
ure the cost per month.
ty and unsuipased in puality as
$189,648.31
Total
Total
,fl
YVhtin would the increase in a building
material. Thee is a
DIRECTORS
taxation come in? In improve- good plant in operation now for
ments ; in the matter of cleaning calcining this product snd also
F. M. RHOMHER6,
W.J. BRYSON,
up, every fellow would certainly good prospects for a branch
M. WYATT,
HENRY J. ANDERSON,
J.
be obliged to keep his Own door-yar- d
C.MEYER,
W. R. EIDSdN,
from Dog Canon to the
BYRON SHERRY, HENRY S. EVANS.
clean. But remember this; white sands plant. They have
the councilmén, would in all hu their warehouse built at Dog
ma Drobability be property own Canon out of the white sand
Wa hnve a nir.r level
i., nt
ers at least, the majority wold he ....i,
excellent soil and
vallay
of
That fact would initgate or re cutí n hv ptitornriHiner neonle.
move any danger wa might suf ThniA is came vacant land vet to KMIÍALMKF
"Friars
FUNF.RAL
BBBBBBBBBB
BBSS
rm.
fer from improvement laws to be taken up and we hope it will AND
DIRECTOR
RESIDE
DEAL"'
drastic. We do not want drastic all be settled with m the next AND
so.IN FUNERAL
valley has been SUPPLIES
or fool legislation ; we want safe few months. This
land
of
account
the
retared on
and sane and sound laws or ordi- in ,t ltoinor an rvp ved. but, it, in be
all
of
good
carry
the
nances that
ing surveyed now, and will be in
the community with them. This shaDe so that every body will
subject is bo splendid and intri know where their land lavs with
cate that the writer has decided in thirty days. Dog Canon has
srood cement sclioolhouse
to speak o n incorporation a t one
and thev have nine months
Grace M. E. Ohnrch, Sunday school wirh about forty schoolars
evening, September the 12th. nnrn la1
Hotel under con
Others will also make remarks struction, a good depot , passenger and freight otfice and what
on the subject.
we need in more good nustung
people with a little means to
Good typewritten letters
Dog Uanon
make this the finest country 11H
an impression of good ',u
i I,., Kniithwetar. There sir several
George Kemple w ent to Ala
methods,and the machine'
small pumping plants that will
mogordo Saturday.
responsible for the appe"
show what oan be done with
Misses Sadie and Hester Mar- - water. This land is adapted' to
tiD, who have been attending fruits' vegetables, cane, caffir-corthe Teachers Institute at Alamo
milomaze and alfalfa, we
gordo, returned home Saturday. get the best of water at frpm
Rav Transfer, a nenhew of 35 to EO feet deep, and have a types always reach the proper printing point. The type-ba- t
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EUROPEAN PLAN
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Now Open for Business
This hotel has opened for business with
everything brand new.
The best equipped Cafe in Alamogordo.

A Remoter Dinner

for

35c
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